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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Our problem is. to present methods and materials that 
will encourage the classroom teacher to employ choral 
reading as an enrichment ractor in the reading program. 
Included in this study is an examination or the opinions 
of the outstanding authorities in this field and a wealth 
of materials at various reading levels. 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to answer the rollowing 
questions: 
1. Vfuat is choral reading and what are 
its values? 
2. How can choral reading be correlated with 
various classroom activities? 
3. What material is suitable ror choral 
reading and what are some or the tech-
niques employed in its presentation? 
' Since we recommend that the selections be read by the 
children either rrom the board or from mimeographed sheets 
the writers reel that the term choral reading more accu-
I 
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rately expresses the topic of this study. There is a 
place in the school program for a great deal of choral 
reading. The selections included here will provide en-
joyment for the pupils while improving their skills in 
reading and promoting proper attitudes in the classroom. 
The enclosed has been compiled for the elementary grades 
in the hope that a sufficiency of material readily avail-
able will encourage its use by interested teachers. 
Having chosen poems which are amusing, creative, imagina-
tive, and exciting we hope to foster a love of poetry that 
will carry over into the every day life of the child. 
DEFINITION OF CHORAL SPEAKING 
Choral speaking is a combination of voices that speak 
together. in the interpretation of prose or poetry. In most 
schools choral speaking has been done primarily in the 
field of poetry. Reath states that: 
Choral or verse speaking is the re-
citing of poetry or prose in different 
arrangements for combinations of voices, 
by choir or by chorus. It is not a new 
activity for one can trace its origin back 
to early Greek drama, even back to early 
tribal chants in religious and other cere-
monies. 1 
1. Ida G. Reath, 11Your Choral Speaking Class - Ways to 
Make . a Success of It," Grade Teacher, Sept. 1943, P• 36. 
----=== =----
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Abney and Rowe define choral speaking as n ••• the inter-
pretation of poetry, or poetic prose, by several or many 
voices speaking as one. It is speaking in unison, in 
groups, and by parts." 1 Weaver and his colleagues 
maintain that: 
Choric speaking is a method of in-
terpreting poetry by speaking together as 
a group in much the same way that a chorus 
interprets songs. Some parts of the poem 
are read simultaneously by everyone in the 
chorus, some parts are read by two or three 
persons together, and still other parts are 
read by individuals alone. 2 
Penney asks, "What is Choral Speech~lu He answers his own 
question in the following .statement: 
It is, first of all, a group activity 
based on the same essentials as group 
singing - rhythm, cadence, tempo, pitch, 
teamwork. Choral speaking involves the 
reading or reciting of prose or poetry by 
groups under a leader whose authority rests 
on skill, training, and rapport with the 
group. 3 
1. Louise Abney and Grace Rowe, Choral Speaking Arrange-
ments for the Lowe.r · Grades, Boston, Expression Company, 
!'942, P• 11. . . 
2. Andrew T. Weaver, Gladys L. Borchers, Donald K. Smith, 
The Teaching of Speech,New York, Prentice .Hall, Inc., 1952, 
P• 410. I 
3. James F. Penney, "Choral Speaking," Recreation, Jan. 1954 ~ 
P• 39. I 
Walker makes a comparison between choral speaking and sing-
ing as follows: 
Choral speaking, an excellent ex-
ample of a creative program activity is 
the art of group reading or speaking. 
It is comparable to group singing, except 
that the process of communicating an idea 
is accomplished through speech rather 
than song. As a group activity, it may 
serve many purposes and give many satis-
factions. 1 
CHORAL READING AS A CLASSROOM ACTIVITY 
Recently progressive teachers have modified choral 
speaking as program material into choral reading as a 
classroom activity. Choral speaking implies and demands 
a great deal of skill and training which cannot be given 
in the crowded school program of today. The authors wish 
to employ the art of choral speaking as a reading technique 
which does not involve the technical skill demanded of a 
group choir. The basic values claimed by choral speaking 
can be transferred to choral reading in a lighter degree. 
Storey clearly expresses this modern trend when she says: 
It should be clearly understood that 
there is a distinction to be drawn between 
group-speaking in the classroom and group 
speaking by trained and gifted speakers ••• 
The use of group speaking in the classroom 
has for its .aim the bringing of poetry and 
1. Grace Walker, "Creative Recreation," Recreation, 
National Recreation Association, April 1951, p. 40. 
- --=- ==--=---=-= 
children together in a vital and practi-
cal way ••• In this work there should not 
be any deliberate preparation for public 
perforn~nce, with its accepted artistic 
standards ••• This is not to say that there 
should never be an audience, but the audi-
ence comes to share an experience and not 
to be entertained. 1 
The teacher should like the poetry she chooses and be 
able to read it with some degree of expression. The only 
way to increase her knowledge of children and poetry is 
by actual contact with them and sharing the poems they 
choose. Sister Jeanne Marie, O.S.B. lists the qualifica-
tions of the choric speaking teacher as follows: 
First we must love poetry and be able 
to speak and read it well. We must develop 
a sense of rhythm and a keen ear for the 
poetic sound pattern. We should choose 
materials which are adaptable to the chil-
dren's ability for enjoyment and appre-
ciation. We must develop correct rhythm, 
pure tones, and good diction ourselves in 
order to avoid giving the children a me-
chanical interpretation of the choric verse. 2 
The teacher of a rural school who is hindered by small 
nurabers in a grade ranging perhaps from first to high school 
level can still use choral reading in spite of this range 
I. Barbara Storey, 11The Choral Speaking of Poetry," 
The Journal of Education, April 1951, P• 191. 
2. Sister Jeanne Marie O.S.B., nchoral Speaking in the 
Elementary Grades, "The Catholic .School Journal, January 
1946, P• 26. 
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in ability and interests. Hamel believes that choral 
reading has a place in the rural school program as mani-
fested by these words: 
Choral reading solves one of the 
baffling problems of the rural school 
where small classes, perhaps only one 
or two in a grade, are a handicap in 
stimulating interest and ability. Many 
selections recomnended for choral read-
ing are about as good for the whole school 
to read together, or at least several 
grades, as they are for the grade to 
which they are assigned. 1 
Many teachers are reluctant to attempt a new activity. 
Using new ideas and methods to motivate the children to 
develop good oral reading habits is one of the basic func-
tions of the teacher. Stine gives the teacher courage to 
try choral reading when he points out: 
It will be reassuring to an inex-
perienced teacher to know that excellent 
results in this field have been achieved 
by teachers who have had very little 
training in teaching poetry. If a 
teacher has an appreciation of poetry 
and is not afraid to do a little experi-
menting, she can feel confident of suc-
cess. 2 
1. Wilma Hamel, uchoral Reading,u The Grade Teacher, 
April 1944_, P• 30 . _ 
2. John w. Stine, "Choral Reading Enlivens Poems, 11 
The Instructor, April 1946, p. 28. 
--- ------ -
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CHAPTER II 
VALUES CLAIMED FOR CHORAL READING 
In this chaPter we shall give the thoughts of various 
educators as to the benefits and values derived from choral 
reading when used as a classroom activity which can be 
listed under personality development, a gain in social atti-
tudes, an increased appreciation of the aesthetic, and a 
development of speech and reading skills. 
PERSONALITY 
The development of the child 1 s personality is the major 
concern of the classroom teacher. She has in her hands 
pliable clay which can be shaped into a better "whole." The 
-
teacher realizes that each child is an individual with his 
own personality habits which are not yet completely fixed. 
Choral reading tends to bring out the timid child from his 
shell and the bold child tends to submerge his dominating 
personality for the benefit of the group as a whole. Abney 
and Rowe consider choral reading as a definite help in giving 
the timid child encouragement to forget himself as evidenced 
by these words: 
===- ---
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While many chapters could well be 
written on the values of Choral Speaking -
let us consider essentially those b~oader 
educational values for children in the 
lower grades, where a high degree of 
artistry is of lesser importance than a 
wide degree of participation, enjoyment 
and appreciation. What does the kinder-
garten offer the child who is just be-
ginning to find himself? ~Vhat do the 
first and second grades have to offer? 
The answer in part is found in rich and 
varied experiences providing socializa-
tion, participation, and personality 
development--experience in which the 
children learn to live together. Choral 
Speaking meets this socialization test. 
One of its first values for the very 
ypung child is a development of freedom 
from self-consciousness. This means much 
to the timid child who lacks Gourage to 
speak alone. From the first small parti-
cipation in a Refrain arrangement, the 
timid child feels a group kinship, 
acquires a sense of belonging. 1 
Choral reading can be most helpful to the bold child as well 
as to the retiring child. Swann tells us that the shy child 
II 
I 
·I 
,I 
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I 
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forgets himself and the aggressive child subdues his desires ,, 
to conform with the group: 
Before further discussion of Choral 
Speech as an artistic instrument, we must 
consider it. from another aspect, that of 
its educative possibilities; for here lies 
what is probably its primary, and perhaps 
its. greatest, value. In expressive action 
1. Louise Abney and Grace Rowe, Choral Speaking Arrangements 
for the Lower Grades, Boston, Expression Company, 1942, P• 30. 
'I 
we tend toward one or another of two 
types--the self-conscious and the 
exhibitionist; the self-conscious 
type generally finds solo-expression 
painful, while the exhibitionist, un-
less thoroughly disciplined artistic-
ally, uses it for display. Choral 
Sneech, offering as it does a means :-_< 
b~th of expression and of control, is 
invaluable in either case. Through the 
support of the group the shy, self-
conscious speaker gains confidence and 
eventual freedom from inhibition; the 
exhibitionist, on the other hand, learns 
to lose himself to save himself. 1 
While participating in a choral reading group the child is 
involved in a social situation which employs the personality ,, 
of each individual. Dawson maintains that while the social 
sense is being developed, the personality of the child 
whether timid or bold develops in the right direction. 
The values of choral speaking are 
many • . The children derive great joy from 
responding orally to the poetry. As they 
strive with their companions for a group 
effect, they gain a sense of social soli-
darity and, at the same time, tend to lose 
a tendency to be either shy or overly ag-
gressive in expressing themselves ••• 2 
·j 
li 
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Present day educators realize that choral reading can be used 1 
to aid the personality of the child. Formerly its chief 
use was as program material. In Talking Time Scott and 
1. Mona Swann, An Approach to Choral Speech, Boston, Ex-
pression Company, l934,pp. 11-12. 
2. Mildred A. Dawson, ''Poetry for Children," Lan~ua~e Arts 
Leaflet Number 12, New York, World Book Company, 95 • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Thompson tell us: 
Now educators are beginning to 
realize that unison speaking can be used 
as a means for alleviating emotional 
problems as well as for improving and 
correcting speech. 
The child handicapped by baby talk, 
the stutterer, the child with delayed 
speech, the child from a home where 
foreign language is spoken, all are 
aided in overcoming a difficult handicap 
that may prevent a satisfactory school 
life. By learning to be a part of the 
whole, by submerging one's personality 
into the personality of the group, the 
child can gain a feeling of belonging-
ness and security and a sense of achieve-
ment. The opportunity to speak in uni-
son enables the child to develop poise 
and confidence in himself. Thus re-
leased, he is better equipped for solo 
work, either with the group or in the 
sharing activities of the classroom. 1 
Robinson and Thurston find that choral reading can help to 
cure the timid as well as the aggressive child. They com-
pare choral reading to a drug which is recommended as a cure 
for illnesses which are entirely opposite from one another. 
Their theory is that: 
••• the value to the speakers is the in-
tegration of personality within the group. 
The timid girl who never before has been 
able to speak in public without humiliating 
embarrassment and self-consciousness now 
1. Louise B. Scott and J. J. Thompson, Talking Time, 
Atlanta, Webster Publishing .Company, 1951, p. 12 
------~~ --=- -=---===-= 
10 
forgets fear in the pleasure of group 
activity and its sheltering atmosphere. 
She is at ease and speaks with anima-
tion. Like drugs which are recommended 
for the _cure of exactly opposite ail-
ments, the experience of choral speaking 
is also beneficial for the aggressive 
boy whose dominance and self confidence 
are too strong. To become a member of 
a successful choir he must submerge his 
dominating, individualistic tendencies 
in the work of the group toward a sym-
phony of voices. Both of these students 
have made growth in personality that to 
some degree will carry over into indi-
vidual speaking and everyday life. 1 
The following statements were found in a Ginn teaching manual 
in connection with the development of the personality of 
the timid child. 
While the chief purpose of choral 
speaking activities is to give pleasure 
and provide opportunity for a better ap-
preciation and interpretation, this type 
of rhythmic group speaking is an excellent 
activity to give confidence to the timid 
pupil. It also gives him a feeling for 
rhythmic pattern of words that may carry 
over into his own oral reading. 2 
One of the teacher's most difficult tasks is to get the 
timid child to speak easily in front of his own classmates. 
Simpkins considers choral reading a wonderful device in 
1. Marion P. Robinson and Rozetta L. Thurston, Poetry 
Arranged for the Speaking Choir, Boston, Expression Company, 
1936,pp. 25-2:6. 
2. David E. Russell and Odille Ousley, Manual for Teaching, 
We Are Neighbors, 2nd Reader, Boston, Ginn & Company, 1953, 
P• 95. 
11 
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encouraging the timid child to take his place in the group 
and eventually to do his "solo flightn before his class-
mates in such an easy manner that he does not know he has 
"flown" alone. 
Teachers often have difficulty with 
timid children in the primary grades. 
One of the teacher's perplexing problems 
is how to get shy children to talk readily, 
both on the playground and in the recita-
tion periods. For such teachers, the cho-
ral speaking method offers much help, for 
children who are too shy to talk indivi-
dually will join with the other children 
in the choral recitation. Through the 
experience of hearing their . own voices 
they will gain much in ability thereafter 
to recite individually. l 
The introduction of choral reading in the classroom 
can aid the personality of the child immeasurably. Most 
children love to be included in groups of voices that blend 
12 
together in choral reading. It gives them a sense of belong- 1 
ing and stimulates them to do their best for the benefit of 
all. The feeling of pleasure obtained from choral reading 
is of great value in the attitudes of the children towards 
one another, towards their teacher, and towards poetry. 
II 
I I 1. Louise w. Simpkins, ''Choral Speaking for Primary Grades," , 
Choral Speaking and Speech Improvement, .Ed. by I. Hemphill, 
Darien, Conn., Educational Publishing Corporation, 1945, P• 7 ~ 
- -:::.-=--~-· -
As reported by Taylor: 
••• Timid pupils are encouraged to join in 
because they lose their identity in a 
choral speaking group; they are caught by 
the spirit of the rhythm and they enjoy 
poetry as much as the poem lovers of the 
class. Children think it fun to play at 
"taking sides"; so they like being divided 
into groups according to the quality of 
their voices: those having medium voices, 
low voices (dark), and higher voices 
(light). They get pleasure from the work-
ing out of the poem with the teacher. 1 
Keppie believes that a quiet type of poem can calm an 
excitable class. A poem with a great deal of action in it 
tends to awaken an indifferent group. There is a great deal 
of therapeutic value in spoken rhythms and refrains. The 
wise teacher can calm an excitable class with lines that 
contain slow, quiet, easy rhythms which are spoken by the 
group. The teacher recognizes the need of using active and 
"live wireu lines that will activate the droopy and indiffer-
ent child to sit up and take part in the group activity. 2 
1. Ethel R. Taylor, "Choral Speaking in March, 11 American 
Childhood, 28, Marc~ l945,pp. 21-25. 
I< 
I 
I 
I 
1 
2. Elizabeth E. Keppie, Conrad F. Wedberg, Miriam Keslar, j 
Speech Improvement Through Choral Speaking, Boston, Expression 
Company, 1942, P• 120. 
13 
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SOCIAL VALUES 
Boys and girls at the primary and elementary level are 
just beginning to understand t hat in addition to being indi-
viduals, they also congregate as individuals into a group. 
Each person has to compromise as to what he should give up 
ror the group, since each individual desire cannot possibly 
,j be accomplished by the entire group at once. Choral reading 
is an entering wedge towards the development or good social 
attitudes and behavior in a group situation. Keere thinks 
along these lines: 
Choric speaking is a powerrul medium. 
It is particularly suited to our American 
way or life. It rosters community spirit. 
It integrates the individual into a group 
without impairment of personality. 1 
Each child becomes a member of a large group and learns 
to share its responsibilities. Sharing the responsibility 
or interpretation and acquiring the habit of cooperation 
with fellow workers are some of the end results that can come 
rrom choral reading. Sister Mary Dorothy continues with the 
same idea. 
Choral speaking, for example, presents 
many opportunities for enriching education. 
That shy child, whose personality we wish to 
1. Mildred Jones Keefe, Choric Interludes, Poetry Arranged / 
for Times and Seasons, Boston, Expression Company, 1942, !I 
Introduction, P• viii. 
--- =--- ---=----=-= ==-=--=="'-'--~= 
develop, can take part in choral 
speaking, and form in ·the process. 
Each child in the group contributes, 
and his contribution enriches the en-
tire performance. Each child has a 
part, yet each child is a part of a 
larger unit. There are undreamed of 
social values in such teamwork. Choral 
Speaking has its share in developing 
each child in the art of human relations. 1 
Everyone gets an opportunity to read during choral reading. 
Many children are never asked to read orally in an audience 
situation because they cannot be heard or their reading is 
poor. Choral reading allows this type of child to excercise 
orally. It gives him a sense of belonging to the group. It 
15 
helps the child who wishes to dominate the classroom atmosphe~e 
to subdue his boldness. Gullan indicates that: 
One of the most important claims we 
may make . for this type of work is that it 
demands great self-discipline and real 
community spirit. There is no starring 
in choral speaking • . 2 
The ability to speak well while on your feet is an asset 
to the person who eventually finds himself in a leading po-
sition in organizations or any fo~m of political life. 
Learning to speak well is a necessity for the person who 
1! 1. Sister Mary Dorothy R. S .:M., Choral Recitation in the 
Grades, New York, Educator's Washington Dispatch, 1950, 
Foreword by R. L. Hunt. _ . 
2. Marjorie Gullan, "A Recital of Choral Speaking," 
Practical Methods in Choral S eakin , (Ed. by M. De _Witt and 
others , Boston, Expression Company, 1936, p. 215. 
wishes to be invited to join organizations. Choral reading 
aids the child in developing self assurance in his ability 
to speak and read orally to a large group. In the work done 
by Watts and Biddle in choral speaking it is found that: 
For all pupils there is opportunity 
to gain poise and ability in speaking, 
thereby gaining entree to groups and po-
sitions, both as a child and as an adult, 
which may otherwise be closed to him. 1 
Choral reading should start as soon as the children are able 
to read, and continue through the school program. Gaining 
poise, acquiring correct speech habits, and being able to 
talk to a group stems from the early practice in choral read-
ing. Keefe is in complete agreement with the idea that chil- I 
dren gain many social advantages from choral reading. 
The cultural and social values arising 
from spoken poetry are unquestioned. It 
may start with the youngest children. 
Poetry is an adventure for children that 
should grow more and more thrilling as the 
years progress. Furthermore, its melody 
and rhythm bring an inward grace that is 
reflected in clarity of thought and speech. 2 
1. Hazel B. Watts and Thelma S. Biddle, "Objectives in 
Choral Speaking and Reading," The Grade Teacher, February 
1952, P• 16. ..., . 
2. Mildred Jones Keefe, "Poetry in Education," Choric 
Interludes Poe:t;ry Arranged for Times and Seasons, Boston, 
Expression Company, 1942, Introduction, p. xii. 
16 
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AESTHETIC VALUES 
In addition to the personality and social values that 
are developed through choral reading , the ae·sthetic values 
derived from such an activity tend to help children develop 
taste, appreciation, and a love for poetry and descriptive 
prose. Gullan considers group spe~cing the very means to 
this end. 
Artistically, group speaking gives 
a wonderful sense of satisfaction, for 
the interpreting of rhythmlc and poetic 
language in company with others seems to 
se.t free in each member of that company 
a capacity for expression and a sense of 
vitality quite apart from a very real 
feeling for beauty which makes them seem 
literally to bloom, as they give out that 
life each to the other and receive each 
from the other as they speak together. 1 
Children enjoy working together and attain pleasure from the 
combined efforts of the members in the rendition of a selec-
tion. Robinson and Thurston are of the opinion that a child 
can gain a great deal of enjoyment from reading poetry aloud 
in a group situation when they say: 
1. Marjorie Gullan, "A Recital of Choral Speaking," 
Practical Methods in Choral S eakin , (Ed. by M. De .. Witt 
and others , Boston, Expression Company, 1936, p • . 222. 
==-==--=-
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In choral speaking the aesthetic 
joy of poetry is joined with the pleasure 
of group activity. Team work in poetry 
holds values over solo speaking in giving 
contrasts of light and dark voice for the 
expression of varying moods, contrast 
through the use of solo speakings and 
unison speaking within the same poem 
and contrast through antiphonal work 
between groups. vVhen poetry is sung 
we are impressed by the beauty of music, 
when it is spoken we are impressed by 
the beauty of the words and their mes-
sage. 1 
Children need to know they can have fun with some of their 
reading work. The enrichment of word meanings and stimula-
' tion of the imagination are made enjoyable through the use II 
of choral reading. Hruum realizes that there is a need for I 
choral reading, which can be enjoyed, since the emphasis I 
up to now has been comprehension of reading material as a 
silent reading activity. 
This work provides a type of reading 
all too rare in these silent reading days, 
a reading whose aim is appreciation rather 
than mere comprehension, a reading not con-
cerned primarily with amassing facts but 
with grasping the totality of experience 
contained in the words of the writer. 
Here is training of the imagination since 
one must, to interpret truly, see the 
things the poet puts into words. Here also 
is development of the emotions by erperi-
1. Marion P. Robinson and Rozetta L. Thurston, Poetry 
Arranged for the Syeaking Choir, Boston, Expression Company, 
1936, P• 24. 
18 
encing with the poet his reactions to 
good and evil, to life, man and God ••• 
This is growth, intellectual, moral, 
and spiritual. 1 
Educators in the field have expressed their views on 
the aesthetic values obtained through choral reading. They 
all seem to agree that the enjoyment obtained from this acti-\1 
vity is justification alone for having it in the school pro-
1 gram. Meader affirms: 11The use of choric speech for the 
I sheer joy of the activity itself is perhaps reason value 
I sufficient.u 2 Ha.mrn states that: 
]I I Choral speaking has two great values: 
1 speech training and the appreciation of 
poetry. From these stem many others, 
but these two alone should bring educators 
to the realization that it belongs in the 
daily program of the elementary school. 3 
Abney and Rowe tell us that: 
Through Choral Speaking poetry becomes 
a happy part of every child's life, pro-
viding him with a pleasant experience which 
will light the leisure margin and the later 
years with happy memories. 4 
1. Agnes Curran Ha.mrn, "Speech in the Elementary School," 
The Catholic School Journal, March 1951, p. 79. 
2. Ennna Grant Meader, 11Choral Speaking and its Values,tt 
Prac~ical Methods in Choral S eaking, (Ed. by M. De Witt 
and o hers , Boston, Expression Company, 1936, p. 105. 
3. Agnes Curran Hamm, op. cit., p. 79. 
4. Louise Abney and Grace Rowe, Choral Speaking Arrange-
ments for the Lower Grades, Boston, Expression Company, 
1942, P• 30. 
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Mason declares: 
The elementary school has found it 
valuable esthetically for the pleasure 
children themselves find in it. 1 
It is interesting to know that most children do not 
have an appreciation for good poetry and boys especially 
seem to think that a love for poetry is not manly. Macnair 
claims: 
It is a well known fact that chil-
dren, especially boys lack an appreciation 
of good poetry. It is surprising how 
admirably choral recitation lends itself 
to expression of the mood of a poem. And 
it is gratifying to see how boys will take 
to good poetry once they have been prac-
ticed in the choral method. 2 
The teacher who is wise will look into the matter of a 
good selection of material that will foster and develop 
these aesthetic values. Choral reading can enrich the child's 
life with a knowledge of beautiful literature which may run 
gamut from serious to humorous and with which he might never 
have become acquainted. 
1. Marcella Mason, "Let's Say it Together," Elementary 
English Review, 20, May l943,pp. 200-2. ~ 
2. Thomas L. Macnair, S.J., "Choral Reading in the English 
Class," The _catholic School Journal, No. 3, March 1949, P• 97. 
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SKILLS 
One of the most important results obtained from choral 
reading is the development of a variety of reading and speech 
skills. Vocabulary is increased an~ proper word phrasing 
can be developed in a group rendition of choral reading. 
Clearness of speech involving the use of throat muscles 
and lip movements increases with continual practice ·in 
choral reading. Mack reports: 
It is an excellent aid for speech 
improvement since pronunciation and arti-
culation must be exact. In the group 
participation of choral speaking the 
individual child has a feeling of 
"belonging." l 
Vf.hile participating in a pleasurable experience the child 
will show evidence of improvement in the basic reading 
skills. Scott and Thompson, in writing about group speak-
ing, make this statement. "Experience has shown this to 
~ 
be one of the most valuable techniques in the field of 
speech improvement and speech correction." 2 
According to Maso~: 
It is a means of speech improvement 
for the children's own vocal training in 
1. Lucia Mack, uA Choral Speaking Outline," The Instructor, 
September 1950, P• 77. 
2. Louise B. Scott and J. J. Thompson, Talkin~ Time, 
Atlanta, Webster Publishing _Company, 1951, p. 1. 
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stabilizing their voices, eliminating 
nervous jerkiness in speaking, and 
strengthening lazy speech muscles. 1 
In speaking and reading, pitch plays an important part 
in getting the attention of the audience. It is quite boring 
to listen to a person who does not vary the pitch of his 
voice either above or below his normal tone. Rasmussen 
thinks that choral reading could help to develop a variety 
in pitch in the individual voice. 
One of the important aims is to 
develop individual children's range, 
so a child who belongs in the low-
voiced group may be able to speak with 
the middle, or even the high group. The 
high voices will never reach the real . 
low tones, but they may develop such 
range that their voices will serve as 
overtones of the low tones when all 
speak together. 2 
On the same subject Robinson and Thurston have this to say: 
Perhaps the most difficult and 
surely one of the most important speech 
skills to achieve is vocal variety. It 
is pleasant to think that this comes with 
vivid thinking--and surely it seldom comes 
without--but the truth is that many people 
who think clearly fail to speak interest-
ingly because of inflexible voices. 
Choral speaking unquestionably tends 
to improve the quality of voices. The 
blending which is the secret of succesa 
1. Marcella Mason, op. cit., p. 200. 
2. Carrie Rasmussen, 11Choral Speaking in the Grades," 
Practical Methods in Choral S eaki , (Ed. by M. De Witt 
and others , Boston, Expression company, 1936, p. 79. 
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demands a soft, mellow, resonant tone-
The harshness, shrillness and throati-
ness, the sharp attacks on vowels, that 
tend to disappear in this blending pro-
cess may be permanently and happily 
lost. · 1 
things he is slowly acquiring through choral reading in the 
interpretation · of a selection is the ability to speak clearly 
and naturally. Burt realizes that choral reading is an aid 
in obtaining clear enunciation• 
I 
Children are at their best when 
reading material is offered them that 
is close to their own experience and 
feelings. They should be encouraged 
to speak in a natural way. These little 
verse exercises will give them training 
in clean-cut articulation without their 
being aware that they are receiving any 
training at all. In this way, it will 
do much to improve their everyday speech. 
It will all be a part of the joyful ex-
perience of doing something together, 
in which even the slowest child can have 
some part. 2 
A by-product of choral reading "is vocabulary development, 
as reported by Hamm, which is developed in a meaningful situ- II 
at ion. 
1. Marion P. Robinson and Rozetta L. Thurston, Poetry 
Arranged for the Speaking Choir, Boston, Expression Company, 
1936, pp. 26-2'7. 
2. Lillian s. Burt, "Phonetics and Choral Reading, A Means 
of Speech Improvement, 11 The Grade Teacher, June 1948, p. 58. 
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Vocabulary building is another by-
product of choral speaking. Children 
learn many new words, the beautiful ex-
pressive words of poetry--the powerful, 
well chosen words of great writers. They 
learn words in a meaningful context which 
is a great advantage over isolated word 
study. They learn to savor words to the 
full, to linger over them, to weigh their 
meanings, to love them. l 
Under the direction of Eaton chi ldren have shown great gains 
in pronunciation and correct breathing from the use of 
choral speaking. 
They learned proper breathing, and with 
it, better posture; pronunciation of 
some new words and clearer enunciation 
in all speaking; rhythm and the joy of 
self-expression. They gained in confi-
dence from speaking words as though they 
really meant them. They learned, too, 
little snatches of classics that will 
stay with them all their lives. 2 
S ul.\UVIARY 
Some of the values of choral reading are absorbed by 
the primary and elementary children without their realizing 
what they are gaining. First of all, it is an aid to the 
child in learning to read. He also learns to associate 
1. Agnes Curran Hamm, 11Speech in the Elementary School, u 
The Catholic School Journal, March 1951, P• 79. 
2. Dorothy Burnham Eaton, "Teach Them Spolten Music, u 
American Childhood, January ~ l944,pp. 11-12. 
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himself as part of a group which is a socializing factor. 
A deeper i ntere s t in poetry is developed. It arouses an 
appreciation of all forms of literature that lends itself 
to the spoken word. It increases the joy and happiness the 
children obtain from this type of literature. 1 
In an article by Frie&nan the values obtained from 
choral reading are more than adequately sunwarized. 
The speech choir offers everyone an 
opportunity for oral expression, as well 
as group participation and personality 
development for the retiring child. It 
is a vitalizing agent for classroom in-
struction. It is a factor in vocabulary 
building. It offers practice in such 
speech values as variety of tone, pronun-
ciation, enunciation, inflection, and rote. 
It tends to relieve monotonous speech, 
develop weak voices, soften harsh ones, 
and stress word endings. It opens avenues 
for self-discipline, since it necessitates 
co-operation and interdependence. It 
affords an opportunity of self-expression 
for the many who are denied adequate vocal 
outlets, for those who are not solo singers, 
good debaters, public speakers, or amateur 
actors. 2 • 
I 
1. Ida G. Reath, "Making a Success of Choral Speaking in the 
Early Elementary Grades,n Choral Speaking and Speech Improve- ~ 
ment, (Ed. by I. Hemphill), Darien, Conn., Educational 
Publishing Corp., 1945, P• 8. ' 
2. Irving R. Friedman, "Speaking of Choral Speaking," 
English Journal, 36, February 1947,pp. 95-96. 
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CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF CHORAL SPEAKING 
EARLY II'LAN 
In order for us to trace the history of choral speaking 
it is necessary first to get back to its origin. The thought 
that unison speech is as old ·as speech itself is not un-
common. It does not seem unreasonable to assume that, since 
primitive man lived in close contact with the group, he also 
spoke with the group. deBanke even credits early man with 
contributing five uses of choral ritual. 
1. to praise 
2. to propitiate and supplicate the deity 
3. to incite warriors to kill 
4. to celebrate victory 
5. to taunt the vanquished and lament the dead 
It is assumed then that primitive man had an urgent 
desire to express himself, especially in times of great 
1 
emotion and that he did so through the medium of the group. 
Walker affirms this assumption when she says: "Among ancient II 
1. Cecile deBanke, The Art of Choral Speaking, Boston, 
Bakers, 1937, p. 18 • . 
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and primitive peoples there was but little individual ex-
perience that did not grow out of group or community experi-
ence." 1 
GREECE 
As we move forward through history in our search for 
evidence of unison speech we take what seems like an enormous 
leap from primitive man to the civilized world of Ancient 
Greece. Here we find more reference to unison speech than 
in any other period of history. The Greeks combined the art 
of choral speaking with the drama and entwined the two so 
closely that they were considered interdependent. urn the 
tragedies of Aeschylus this interdependence of the two arts 
is most perfectly exemplified." 2 In the plays of Sophocles 
the chorus is subordinate to the dialogue, and in Euripides 
the connection between the chorus and the action of the play 
is slight. The common number making up the chorus was fifty, 
I. 
which was divided up evenly between the four tragedies given 
at the annual contests in Athens. This gave each chorus 
twelve. Sophocles changed it to fifteen and there it stayed , 
1. Grace Walker, nchoral Speech in its Relationship to 
Human Understanding," Education, 68, Nov. '47, p. 167. 
2. Cedile deBanke, ££• cit., . p. 15. 
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until the end of this period of Attic drama. Fifteen is 
the number usually associated with the speech choirs of 
today. 1 
In the Greek plays, especially comedies, the chorus 
of ten predicted or ridiculed thing s that had happened or 
would happen in the future. Very often well known citizens 
were made fun of by the chorus. 
While looking through the pages of Greek history one 
can't help but be impressed with the many references to 
Greel( literature and particularly to poetry. Every i m-
portant occasion was made more festive by the poet who re-
cited his verse for the people to the accompaniment of the 
lyre or perhaps the verses were sung or chanted. by a trained 
chorus which was popular in those days. Very often choral 
odes were done in the latter manner. Aleman of Sparta was 
the first to compose a choral ode. Usually poets of this 
type traveled about the country writing for those who would 
pay them. Pindar and Simomdes of Ceos are the best kno\vn 
poets of this group. 2 
Some important uses of poetry were to honor the victors 
of t he Olympic games, to mourn the dead, to worship the gods, 1 
1. Cecile deBanke ., ~· cit., p. 141. 
2. George w. Botsford, ~istory of the Orient, Greece, 
and Rome for High Schools and Academies, London, Macmillan 
Company, 1906,pp. 90-91. 
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and to enliven all the festivals that the people celebrated. II 
A group o£ professional recitors called the Rhapsodists 1
1
· 
were quite popular with the people. Smith says that: "They 
employed no musical accompaniment and depended solely £or 
e££ect upon voice and manner." 1 This group traveled £rom 
p l ace to place reciting £or the people. They are said to 
have had exclusive use o£ the Homeric poems. The Rhapsodists ! 
handed down these poems by word o£ mouth to posterity. In 
reference to this Smith states that: "The recollection o£ 
these poems was rendered easier by the simple nature o£ the 
story, by the easy structure o£ the verse, by the frequent 
recurrence o£ the same words, phrases, and similes, and by 
the absence o£ abstract ideas and reflective thoughts." 2 
ROl\'lE 
Vfuen the Romans conquered Greece they incorporated many 
aspects o£ the Greek culture into their own with little 
change • . That is no doubt why we find the chorus appearing 
in the Roman theater just as it did in Greece. The Romans, 
however, changed the place o£ the chorus £rom the orchestra 
to the stage and as a result i t dwindled in number. 3 
1. William Smith, History o£ Greece, New York, Harper 
Brothers, 1854, p. 42. 
2. Ibid., P• 42. 
3. Cecile deBanke, ££· cit., p. 19. 
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Another use of poetry similar to that of the Greeks was the 
worship of their many Gods. Some of these Gods may well 
have belonged to Greece for the Romans often took the Gods 
of those they conquered. l As christianity began to flour-
·I 
ish in Rome a new use was found for choral speaking in the 
liturgy ot the Mass, and in the Passion Plays that developed. ! 
I 
TEE CHURCH I 
The church has had a very definite part in preserving 
choral speaking. It was through the various chants of the 
christian church that the idea of unison speech was kept 
alive when the rest of the world seemed to have forgotten 
or neglected its use. 
In the Roman Church the congregation took part by 
answering in unison the prayers of the priest at the end of 
the Mass. This custom continues to prevail today. Aside 
from this the Gregorian chant held an important place in 
the early church. The chant gets its name from St. Gregory 
the Great who did much to bring it to perfection. 2 There 
are three forms of chanting, t he Arabrosian, Gregorian, and 
the Anglican. The first two are somewhat alike and are 
1. M. P. Charlesworth, The Roman Empire, London, Oxford 
University Press, 1951, P• 135. 
2. Marie Perick, When People Sang, Boston, McLaughlin and 
Reilly, 1949, P• 3. 
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called plainsong whereas the latter is done in four part 
harmony. 
More often than not the psalms were chanted in unison, 
and frequently the alleluia was sung as a refrain to each 
verse. "There are traces among the Syrian and Arabic Jews 
as well as other Oriental peoples, of psalmody singing, to 
which the community responded by accla.mations. 11 1 
There are two common methods of chanting, the respon-
sorial chant and the antiphonal. The main difference between 1 
them is in their origin. The responsorial chant is given 
by a soloist and the choir. The soloist chants the refrain 
I 
I 
and the choir repeats it. Then the soloist chants each verse 11 
with the rest o:f the choir coming in with the re:frain at the 'I 
end of each verse. The antiphon came from a melody rather 
than from recitation as the response did. ·The origin of 
the antiphon is purely musical. An example of this type of 
rendition is the no Lumen" of the Feast of the Purification 
found in the Roman Office. 2 The oldest and most important 
chant in existence today can be found in the proper of the 
Mass. It is the Gradual which existed in the early days of 
the Church. 3 
1. Marie Perick, The Song of the Church, New Yprk, Longmans
1 Green and Company, 1947, p. 53. 
2. Ibid., pp. 55-57. 
3. Ibid., P• 65. 
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ENGLAND 
English literature had its begirming when the Angles 
and Saxons were converted to Christianity and learned to 
write. These people had their own peculiar culture which 
they brought with them. There were many small tribes each 
with its king and group of devoted followers. Every king I 
had his own 1tmead hall" where he divided the spoils of battle l 
with his warriors. The tribe was not complete without its 
own scop, 11who put into poetic form, and sang to the accom-
paniment of his harp the exploits of his lord or the heroic 
legends of his tribe; and these epic lays were spread abroad 
by the gleeman whose profession it was to know them and re-
cite them to an assembled company." l In nBeowulf," one of 
the earliest epic poemE of which we have a record today, 
mention is made of these nscops" or 11gleemenu. 
To the sound of the harp the singer chanted 
Lays he had learned, of long ago. 2 I 
Frequently the audience would join in with the chanter on the 1 
refrains that were often repeated throughout the rendition. 11 
I 
Later on in the history of English literature the ballad 
began to become popular. Ballads are not literature in the 
l. Ed. by Paul R. Lieder, Robert M. Lovett, and Robert K. 
Root, British Poetry and Prose, Boston, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1928, p. II. 
2. Paul R. Lieder, ££• cit., p. 4. 
true sense of the word. They were composed or improvised 
about some topic of popular interest and were passed from 
generation to generation by word of mouth. The people who 
sang them felt free to alter them to suit their ovm tastes 
until, 11They became a composite of many minds, the creation 
not of a single poet but of a whole people.n 1 
Anyone who has studied even a little Ancient History 
has read of the jovial bard or gleeman of England who went 
about singing and composing these ballads for those who 
would listen and pay. He, too, in his own small way con-
tributed to choral sperucing. 
AMERICA 
On the North American continent, too, forms of choral 
II 
II 
I 
speaking are to be found in use in the very earliest days 1 
It is not as polished I 
,I 
II 
when the land belonged to the Indian. 
as that of Greece and Rome to be sure, but nonetheless it 
was unison speech. Reference is made in American history 
to the great warrior Sitting Bull who instigated the Ghost 
Dances for the purpose of exciting the Indians to take to 
the war path. During these dances the Indians chanted the 
1. Paul R. Lieder, S!E.• cit., p. 129. 
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following lines in unison. 
Father, Father we want to see you, 
Father, Father we want buffalo, 
Father, Father we want our lands. 1 
Here is a typical exruaple of unison speech used to excite 
and arouse people to comrnit acts of violence. 
Ceremonial dances such as the Corn Dance and Rain Dance 
also make use of chanting. In these dances there were the 
same number of people in the chorus as in the dance. The 
chorus used sign language to invoke rain, growth, etc., as 
well as vocal pleadings. 2 :Medicine men often made use of 
groups of chanters in their ceremonies. The Navajo has a 
- -----=-=- -
healing ceremony which is also an endurance test to see which!! 
group of chanters can last the longest. This usually lasts 
all night. 3 If you were to visit an Indian Reservation 
today the chances of your hearing some of these early forms I 
of choric speech are favorable. The Indians still use the 
chant when asking the aid of their creator and in their 
ceremonial dances just as they did many years ago. 
Moving forward through the years we find that the colo-
nists brought many of their songs and poems with them to the ' 
1. Henry D. Northrop, Indian Horrors, Boston, The Collins 
Patten Company, 1891, pp. 26-27. 
2. Dorothy N. Stewart, Indian Ceremonial Dances, Santa Fe, 
N. M., Pictograph Press, 1950, p. 4. 
3. Natalie Curtis, The Indians Book, New York, Harper 
Brothers, 1907, p. 349. 
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new land. After a time they changed some or the words so as 
to make them coincide better with life as they knew it in 
the new world. We find individuals among them composing 
their ovm ballads such as "Frankie 
I 
and Johnny," "Casey Jones, J' 
with gusto ~y - the pe~ple. I and n.resse James, u which were sung 
,I 
,I 
Some scholars believe that these ballads are not the 
work or individuals but rather, "the result or community or 
communal authorship. 11 1 It is t heir opinion that at a I 
gathering several poets may have composed parts or the narra-
1 tive and the whole group joined in on the retrain. This is l1 
particularly true or our cowboy ballads. Lawrence says that: l 
Their ballads are rude poetry made with 
no thought or literary effect, but they have 
a charm or their own. They pulse with mount-
ing rhythms and they almost run to melody 
even without the accompanying music. The 
separate stanzas are sometimes followed by 
a refrain, in which the entire listening 
company may join. 2 
Traveling to the south we find still another contribu-
tion to choral speech. The negro working in the cotton 
fields would chant verses that came to his mind about the 
life he led. Others were quick to pick up the ref:rains and 
chant along . with him. 
I. Walter Blair and w. K. Chandler, Approaches to Poetry, 
New York, D. Appleton-Century Company, 1935, p. II. 
2. William w. Lawrence, Medieval Story, New York, Columbia 
University Press, l9ll,pp. 171-172. 
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In traveling through the old southern cities one might 
have heard the street cries of the negroes selling their 
wares. These too are a form of chanting. There is one such 
chant called a nRowing Songn chanted by the negroes as they 
pulled on the oars of the fishing boats. 
Rosy am a handsome gal' 
Haul away Rosy haul away gal 
Fancy slippers and fancy shawl' 
Haul away Rosy haul away 
Rosy gwine ter~fancy ball' 
Haul away Rosy __ haul away gal. 1 
MODERN TD.ffiS 
So it is that choral speech has been kept alive through 
the unconscious efforts of many people in the past. In re-
cent times unison speech is gaining back some of the popu-
larity it lost through the years. In 1903 Thomas Hardy 
composed an epic drama, "The Dynasts,n in which he intro-
duced passages of choric speech that can be compared with 
those of Greek Drama. In 1906 Dr. Gordon Bottomley made his 
experiment in the use of choric speech when he wrote his 
play, "The Riding to Litbend. 11 ~Ir. John Drinkwater's play 
"Abraham Lincoln" comes next in 1918. He introduced a chorus 
of two voices between the acts. The Glasgow Musical Festival 
1. · Harriette Kershaw Leiding, Street Cries of an Old 
Southern City, Charlestown, South Carolina, Published by 
author, 1910, P• 1. 
in 1922 has aided this come-back. Marjorie Gullan trained 
a group of speakers to perform at the festival and the com-
mittee was so impressed with the results that they placed 
choral speaking on a par with music in the syllabus. Miss 
Gullan founded the first Verse Speaking Choir in Great 
Britain. 1 
Since then this revival has spread to many countries, 
our own being the last to try it. We remained in the dark 
until about 1933 when interest here began to become evident. 
Once interest was aroused, however, it grew rapidly. 
deBanke says: 
l. 
2. 
One or the most interesting facts about 
choral speaking in America is the number of 
uses to which it is put. Here are a few 
which have come to my attention: as prelimi-
nary training for public sperucing; as an aid 
to the study of phonetics; as a cure for 
speech defects, especially stuttering and 
stanrruering; as an accompaniment for inter-
pretative dancing; as a social asset in 
women's clubs, church societies, social-
work centers, and surmner camps; as part of 
the preliminary training of divinity students; 
as an item in the courses on dramatics; to 
assist the teaching of foreign languages. 2 
deBanke, ££• cit., pp. 21-23. 
Ibid., p. 23. 
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CHAPTER IV 
VARIETY OF INTERPRETATION 
Many varieties of interpretation are used in the teach-
ing of choral reading. The writers, in this chapter, plan 
to define the different arrangements and also to include 
selections under each heading. 
REFRAIN 
This is the simplest and easiest type of choral reading 
and is frequently used in kindergartens and lower grades. 
It requir~s a leader who is usually the teacher at first, 
and later a child who reads the narrative. The class joins 
in the refrain. Following are four poems which can be used 
effectively with the refrain type of choral reading: 
Have You Watched the Fairies 
Rose Fyleman 
Have you watched the fairies when the rain is done 
Spreading out their little wings to dry them in 
the sun? 
Refrain: I have, I havel Isn 1 t it fun? 
Refrain: 
Have you heard the fairies all among the limes 
Singing little fairy tunes to little fairy rhymes? 
I have, I havel Lots and lots of timesl 
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Have you seen the fairies dancing in the air? 
And dashing off behind the stars to tidy up 
their hair? 
Refrain: I have, I havel I 1ve been therel L 
The Last Will and Testament of the Grey Mare 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Nursery Rhyme 
John Cook he had a little grey mare; 
Hee, haw, hum. 
Her back stood up, and her bones they were bare; 
Hee, · .• haw, hum. 
John Cook was riding up Shooter's Bank; 
Hee, haw, hum. 
And there his nag did kick and prank; 
Hee, haw, hum. 
John Cook was · riding up Shooter's Hill; 
Hee, haw, hum. 
His mare fell down and she made her will; 
Hee, haw, hum. 
The saddle and bridle were laid on the shelf; 
Hee, haw, hum. 
If you want any more you may sing it yourse.lf l 
Hee, haw, hura. 2 
Going A-Nutting 
Edmund Clarence Stedman 
No clouds are in the morning sky, 
The sun vapors hug the stream, -
vVho says that life and love can die 
In all this northern gleam? 
At every turn the maples burn,, 
The quail is whistling free, 
The . partridge whirs, and the frosted burrs 
Are dropping for you and me. 
I. Poems Collected by Blanche Jeru~ings Thompson, Silver 
Pennies, New York, The MacMillan Company, 1952, p. 2. 
2. Mona Swann, An Approach to Choral Speech, Boston, 
Baker's Plays, 1~37, p. 25. 
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Refrain: Ho1 hilly ho1 heigh 01 
Hilly hol 
In the clear October morning. 
Along our paths the woods are bold, 
And glow with ripe desire; 
The yellow chestnut showers its gold, 
The sumachs spread their fire; 
The breezes feel as crisp as steel, 
The buckwheat tops are red; 
Then down the lane, love, scurry again, 
And over the stubble tread! 
Refrain: Ho1 hilly hol heigh 01 
Hilly hol 
In the clear October morning. 1 
Dance of the Leaves 
Louise Abney 
Solo: (teacher or child) 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
Solo: 
Refrain: 
The autumn leaves are dancing down -
Dance, leaves, dancel 
Leaves of crimson, gold, and brown -
Dance, leaves, dancel 
Let the wind whirl you around, 
Make a carpet for the ground, 
Soon you'll sleep without a sound -
Dance, leaves, danQel 2 
LINE ,A-CHILD 
In this type of choral reading the ending is sometimes 
given in unison which helps to strengthen the arrangement. 
1. Compiled by Helen Dean Fish, The Boy's Book of Verse, 
New York, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1923, p. 45. 
2. Louise Abney and Grace Rowe, Choral Speaking Arrangements 
for the Lower Grades, Boston, Expression Company, 193'7, p. T3. 
---===-,~=:..=========-
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One child speaks a line, then another child, then another 
child, etc. Some suggested poems for this type are: 
1st Child: 
2nd Child: 
3rd Child: 
4th Child: 
5th Child: 
6th Child: 
Unison: 
1st Child: 
2nd Child: 
3rd Child: 
4th Child: 
5th Child: 
6th Child: 
7th Child: 
8th Child: 
9th Child: 
Monday's Child 
Nursery Rhyme 
Monday 's child is fair of face 
Tuesday's child is full of grace; 
Wednesday's child is full of woe 
Thursday's child has far to go; 
Friday's child is loving and giving, 
Saturday's child works hard for a living; 
But the child that is born on the Sabbath day 
Is lucky and happy and good and gay. 1 
The Garden Year 
Sara Coleridge 
January brings the snow, 
Makes our feet and fingers glow . 
February brings the rain, 
Thaws the frozen lake again. 
March brings breezes, loud and shrill, 
To stir the dancing daffodil. 
April brings the primrose sweet, 
Scatters daisies at our feet. 
May brings flocks of pretty lambs 
Skipping by their fleecy dams. 
June brings tulips, lilies, roses, 
Fi l ls the children's hands with posies. 
Hot July brings cooling showers, 
Apricots, and gillyflowers . 
August brings the sheaves of corn, 
Then the harvest home is borne. 
Warm September brings the fruit; 
Sportsmen then begin to shoot. 
1. Marjorie Gullan and Percival Gurrey, Poetry Speaking for 
Children, Boston, Expression Company, 1937, pp. 60, 61. 
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lOth Child: 
llth Child: 
12th Child: 
Fresh October brings the pheasant; 
Then to gather nuts is pleasant. 
Dull November brings the blast; 
Then the leaves are whirling fast. 
Chill December brings the sleet, 
Blazing fire, and Christmas treat. 1 
The Circus Is Coming to Town 
Line-a-child with refrain Louise Abney 
Unison: 
lst Child: 
Unison: 
2nd Child: 
Unison: 
3rd Child: 
Unison: 
4th Child: 
Unison: 
5th Child: 
Unison: 
6th Child: 
Unison: 
7th Child: 
Unison: 
8th Child: 
9th Child: 
Unison: 
The circus is coming to town -
There'll be a long parade; 
The circus is coming to town -
There'll be pink lemonade. 
The circus is coming to town -
There'll be a big brass band; 
The circus is coming to town -
There'll be a pop-corn stand. 
The circus is coming to town 
There'll surely be a clown; 
The circus is coming to town -
With a clown and merry-go-round. 
The circus is coming to town -
There's a dog and pony show; 
The circus is coming to town 
Let's go ••• 
Let's go ••• 
Let's go • • • 2 
l. Selected and arranged by Burton Egbert Stevenson, Home 
Book of Verse for Young Folks, New York, Henry Holt an-d---
Company, 1929, pp. 48, 49. 
2. Louise Abney and Grace Rowe, ££• cit., p. 59. 
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TWO PART OR ANTIPHONAL 
Two part or antiphonal arrangement is easily adapted 
to lower grades. You simply divide the class into two 
groups speaking alternately: or as Sister Mary Dorothy 
R.S. M. says ••• "have the girls take the lines suggestive 
of the more delicate and beautiful quality, and the boys 
take the stronger lines that imply virility. 11 1 Following 
are some selections suitable for this type of arrangement: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
WISHES 
Norman ,Ault 
What do you look for, what do you seek? 
A silver bird with a golden beak. 
What do you long for, what do you crave? 
Golden gems in a silver cave. 
vVhat do you lack, and what do you need? 
A silver sword and a golden steed. 
vVhat do you want, of what do you dream? 
A golden ship on a silver stream. 
What do you have, and what do you own? 
A silver robe and a golden crown. 
What would you be? Oh, what would you be? 
Only the King of the land and the sea. , 2 
1. Sister Mary Dorothy, R.S.M., Choral Recitation in the 
Grades, Washington, D.c., Educator's Washington Dispatch, 
1950, P• 22. 
2. Selected and arranged by Burton Egbert Stevenson, 
£E_. cit. , p. 17. 
----
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Light Voices: 
Dark Voices: 
Unison: 
Light Voices: 
Dark Voices: 
Unison: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Solo: 
Unison: 
Who Has Seen the Wind 
Christina Georgina Rossetti 
Who has seen the wind? 
Neither I nor you: . 
But when the leaves hang trembling, 
The wind is pas sing through. 
Who has seen the wind? 
Neither you nor I; , 
But when the trees bow down their heads, 
The wind is passing by. 1 
The Squirrel 
vVhi sky, frisky 
Hippity hop, 
Up he goes 
Unknown 
To the tree top 1 
Whirly, twirly, 
Round and round, 
Down he scampers, 
To the groundl 
Furly, curly 
What a tailJ 
Tall as a feather 
Broad as a saill 
Where's his supper? 
In the shell, 
Snappity, crackity, 
Out it felll 2 
1. Selected and Arranged by Grace Thompson Huffard and 
Laura Mae Carlisle, My Poetry Book, Chicago, John c. Winston 
Company, 195~, p. 66. 
2. Compiled by May Hill Arbuthnot, Time for Poetry, New York, 
Scott Foresman and Company, 1951, p. 92. 
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GROUP 
Under group reading we have two types: cumulative and 
sequential. In cumulative arrangement a unison opening and 
ending is desired. Many voices speak the first line of the 
poem. In each succeeding line a voice drops out until there 
is only one voice speaking. Then comes the unison ending. 
Here is such an arrangement. 
Unison: 
10 Speakers: 
9 Speakers: 
8 Speakers: 
7 Speakers: 
6 Speakers: 
5 Spea..kers: 
4 Speakers: 
3 Speakers: 
2 Speakers: 
1 Speaker: 
Unison: 
The Little Turtle 
Vachel Lindsay 
There was a little turtle. 
He lived in a box. -
He swam in a puddle-. 
He climbed on the rocks-. 
He snapped at a mosquito. 
He snapped at a flea. 
He snapped at a minnow. 
And he snapped at me. 
He caught the mosquito. 
He caught the flea. 
He caught the minnow. 
But he didn't catch me. l 
l. Selected and Edited by Lillian Hollowell, A Book of 
Children's Literature, New York, Rhinehart and Company, 
1950, p. 543. 
I 
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This poem illustrates a slightly diff'erent interpreta-
tion of' a cumulative arrangement. 
The Key of' the Kir~dom 
Nursery Rhyme 
Introduction 
This is the Key of' the Kingdom 
Statement 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
In that Kingdom there is a City; 
In that City there is a Town; 
In that Town there is a Street; 
In that Street there is a Lane; 
In that Lane there is a Yard; 
In that Yard there is a House; 
In that House there is a Room; 
In that Room there is a Bed; 
In that Bed there is a Basket; 
In that Basket there are sweet Flowers. 
Inversion of' Statement 
10. Flowers in a Basket; 
9. Basket on a Bed; 
8. Bed in a Room; 
7. Room in a House; 
6. House in a Yard; 
5. Yard in a Lane; 
4. Lane in a Street; 
3. Street in a Town; 
2. Town in a City; 
1. City in a Kingdom: 
SlUlll11ing up 
This is the Key of' the Kingdom 
Unison 
10 Speakers 
9 Speakers 
8 Speakers 
7 Speakers 
6 Speakers 
5 Speakers 
4 Speakers 
3 Speakers 
2 Speakers 
l Speaker 
l Speaker 
2 Speakers 1 
3 Speakers 
4 Speakers 
5 Speakers 
6 Speakers 
7 Speakers 
8 Speakers 
9 Speakers 
10 Speakers 
Unison 1 
I. Mona Swann, An Approach to Choral Speech, Boston, 
Baker's Plays, 1937, p. 28. 
-==---==== 
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7 Groups: 
6 Groups: 
5 Groups: 
4 Groups: 
3 Groups: 
2 Groups: 
1 Group: 
Unison: 
"Bow, Wow,u Says the Dog 
Mother Goose 
"Bow, wow, u 
Says the dog; 
"Mew, mew," 
Says the cat. 
"Grunt, grunt,n 
Goes the hog; 
And nsqueak," 
Goes _the rat. 
ttchirp, chirp, u 
Says the sparrow; 
"Caw, caw," 
Says the crow. 
11Q.uack, quack," 
Says the duck; _ 
And what cuckoos say, 
You know. 1 
Single voices speaking in succession are known as 
sequential arrangement. A unison opening and ending is 
preferred. Here are some excellent poems for this arrange-
ment. 
All 
v - 1 
v - 2 
v - 3 
v - 4 
Common Things 
Lpui se Abney 
Joy is found in common things 
That each passing season brings; 
Winds that tiptoe through the grain, 
Slanting lines of silver rain; 
Poplar plumes that brushed the sky, 
Fireflies flitting softly by; 
1. Childcraft, Poems of Early Childhood, l, Chicago, 
Field Enterprises Inc., 1949, p. 20. 
- __::--_--=.. ----=- -=-=--=--
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v - 5 
v - 6 
v - 7 
v - 8 
v - 9 
v - 10 
All 
Unison 
v - 1 
v - 2 
v - 3 
v - 4 
v - 5 
Unison 
All 
v - l 
v - 2 
v - 3 
v - 4 
v - 5 
v - 6 
All 
Hollyhocks beside a wall, 
And the meadowlark's first call; 
Summer's green-gold liveliness 
Maple trees in autumn dress; 
Winter's cozy firelight glow, 
Moonlight on new-fallen snow. 
There is wealth in common things 
More than worldly wealth of kings. l 
The Sea Shell 
Amy Lowell 
Sea Shell, Sea Shell, 
Sing me a song , Oh, please1 
A song of ships and sailor men, 
Of parrots, and tropical trees, 
Of is l ands lost in the Spanish Main 
Vfuich no man may ever find again, 
Of fishes and corals under the waves, 
And sea horses stabled in great green caves -
Sea Shell, Sea Shell, 
Sing of the things you know so well. 2 
An Arbor Day Tree 
Author Unknown 
Dear little tree that we plant to-day, 
Vfuat will you be when we're old and gray? 
uThe savings bank of the _squirrel and mouse, 
For robin and wren an apartment house, 
The dressing-room of the butterfly's ball, 
The locust's and katydid's concert hall, 
The schoolboy's ladder in pleasant June, 
The schoolgirl's tent in the July moon, 
And my leaves shall whisper them merrily 
A tale of the chi ldren who planted me. 3 
1. Mildred Jones Keefe, Choric Interludes, Poetry Arranged 
for Times and Seasons, Boston, Expression Company, 1942, 
P• 289. 
2. Childcraft, ££• cit., p. 107. 
3. Mildred Jones Keefe, ££• cit., p. 307. 
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UNISON 
In unison the class reads as one voice. No voice 
should stand out f'rom the group. Marguerite Smith says: 
uThe aim of' unison wm .. k is to achieve a well-controlled 
single voice ef'.fect.u 1 Short poems are recommended f'or 
unison reading. 
Unison 
Unison 
The Moon's the North Wind's Cooky 
Vachel Lindsay 
The Moon•s the North Wind's cooky. 
He bites it, day by day, 
Until there's but a rim of' scraps 
That crumble all away. 
The South Wind is a baker, 
Be kneads clouds in his den, 
And bakes a crisp new moon that. • .greedy 
North • • • Wind • • • eats • • • againl 2 
Fog 
Carl Sandburg 
The f'og comes 
on little cat f'eet. 
It sits looking 
over harbor and city 
on silent haunches 
and then moves on. 3 
1. Marguerite Smith, Wings to Fly, Boston, Expression 
Company, 1938, p. 32·. 
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2. Selected and Edited by Lillian Hollowell, ££• cit., p. 543. 
3. Selected and Edited by Lillian Hollowell, Ibid:;-p. 608. 
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Unison 
Stars 
Sara Teasdale 
Alone in the night 
On a dark hill 
With pines around me 
Spicy and still, 
And a heaven full stars 
Over my head, 
White and topaz 
,And misty red; 
Myriads with beating 
Hearts of fire 
That aeons 
Cannot vex or tire; 
Up the dome of heaven 
Like a great hill, 
I watch them marching 
Stately and still, 
And I know that I 
Am honored to be 
Witness 
Of so much majesty. 1 
CHOICE OF MATERIAL 
The teacher should consider the following points in 
choosing the poem for the group. 
1. Choose a poem that the children will understand. 
2. Select material that is appealing to the children. 
I. Selected and Edited by Lillian Hallowell, ££· cit., 
P• 609. 
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3. Use material the subject of which is within the 
experience of the child. 
4. Select poems for the benefits derived from them. 
5. Give considerable thought to the arrangement of 
the poem before it is attempted by the group. 
HELPFUL HINTS FOR TEACHERS 
1. Know your poem. 
2. Read the poem to the class. 
3. Check your own speech habits. 
4. Discuss meanings of new and difficult words. 
5. Allow pupils the privilege of selecting readers 
for solos and chorus. 
6. Have pupils read poem in unison. 
7. Keep voices light. 
8. Choose material suitable to children's ability and 
9. 
10. 
11. 
interest for · enjoyraent and appreciation. 
Discard immediately a poem which 
the interest of the children. 
Have many different children read 
not always the 
Make available 
best readers. 
to pupils various 
?"' ~~- "(_ ,_~: ~ f . 
... . - I • .. •Y ~~ •. . , , . ... --;~··; 
~~-~cc- ~ t:f f.cld t,; £il~on 
'· Lit1rary 
has not captured 
the solo parts; 
types of poems. 
I 
II 
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12. Encourage children to make their o'vn interpreta-
tions. 
13. Keep standards high ·and at the same time make it 
an enjoyable experience. 
14. Arrange the voices in three groups: low, medium, 
and high; or dark, medium, and light. The terms 
light and dark are not synonomous with girls and 
boys but refer to the quality of the voice. 
15. Have easy access to an anthology. 
16. Use teachers' and children's magazines as source 
references. 
INDIVIDUAL INTERPRETATIONS 
There is no one set way to interpret a poem but the 
same poem can be effectively interpreted in many different 
ways. To illustrate this, the writers have selected "The 
Catn by Mary B. Miller and have given it their individual 
interpretations. The first interpretation to follow is 
that of Keppie, Wedberg, and Hesler from whose book this 
poem was chosen. The next four copies of the same poem 
have been marked by the members of this group as they would 
interpret it. 
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lst Voice 
2nd Voice 
3rd Voice 
4th Voice 
lst Voice 
lst Voice 
2nd Voice 
3rd Voice 
lst Voice 
lst Voice 
All 
The Cat 
Mary B. Miller 
The black cat yawns 
Opens her jaws, 
Stretches her legs, 
And shows her claws. 
Then she gets up 
And stands on four 
Long stiff legs 
And yawns some more. 
She shows her sharp teeth 
She stretches her lip, 
Her slice of tongue 
Curls up at the tip. 
Lifting herself 
On her delicate toes, 
She arches her back 
As high as it goes. 
She lets herself down 
With particular care, 
,And pads away 
With her tail in the air. 1 
1. Elizabeth E. Keppie , Conrad F. Wedberg, and Miriam 
Keslar, Speech Improvement Through Choral Speaking, Boston, 
Expression Company, 1942, pp. 212-213. 
I 
II 
I 
Group 1: 
Group 2: 
Group 3: 
Gro'ia.p 4: 
Unison: 
--~-- ::;_ 
The Cat 
Mary B. Miller 
The black cat yawns, 
Opens her jaws, 
Stretches her legs, 
And shows her claws. 
Then she gets up 
And stands on four 
Long stiff legs 
And yawns some more. 
She shows her sharp teeth, 
She stretches her lip, 
Her slice of tongue 
Curls up at the tip. 
Lifting herself 
On her delicate toes, 
She arches fier back 
As high as it goes. 
She lets herself do\v.n 
With particular care, 
And pads away 
With her tail in the air. 
- -=-~-
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Dark Voices: 
Light Voices:. 
Solo 1: 
Solo 2: 
Solo 3: 
Light Voices: 
Dark Voices: 
The Cat 
Mary B. Miller 
The black cat yavms, 
Opens her jaws, 
Stretches her legs, 
And shows her claws. 
Then she gets up 
And stands on four 
Long stiff legs 
And yawns some more. 
She shows her sharp teeth, 
She stretches her lip, 
Her slice of tongue 
Curls up at the tip. 
Lifting herself 
On her delica~e toes, 
She arches her back 
As high as it goes. 
She lets herself down 
With particular care, 
And pads away 
With her tail in the air. 
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I 
II 
I 
Solo 1: 
Solo 2: · 
Solo 3: 
Solo 4: 
Group 1: 
Solo 5: 
Solo 6: 
Solo 7: 
Group 2: 
Solo 8: 
Unison: 
The Cat 
Mary B. Mi ller 
The black cat yawns, 
Opens her jaws, 
Stretches her legs, 
And shows her claws. 
Then she gets up 
And stands on four 
Long stiff legs 
And yawns some more. 
She shows her sharp teeth, 
She stretches her lip, 
Her slice of tongue 
Curls up at the tip. 
Lifting herself 
On her delicate toes, 
She arches her back 
As high as it goes. 
She lets herself down 
With particular care, 
And pads away 
With her tail in the air. 
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G~oup of 5 Medium Voices: 
Group of 4 Medium Voices: 
Group of 3 Medium Voices: 
Group of 2 Medium Voices: 
Group of 5 Light Voices: 
Group of 4 Light Voices: 
Group of 3 Light Voices: 
Group of 2 Light Voices: 
Group of 5 Dark Voices: 
Group of 4 Dark Voices: 
Group of 3 Dark Voices: 
Group of 2 Dark Voices: 
Group of 5 Light Voices: 
Group of 4 Light Voices: 
Group of 3 Light Voices: 
Group of 2 Light Voices: 
Group of 5 Medium Voices: 
Group of 4 Medium Voices: 
Group of 3 Medium Voices: 
Group of 2 Medium Voices: 
The Cat 
Mary B. Miller 
The black cat yawns, 
Opens her jaws, 
Stretches her legs, 
And shows her claws. 
Then she gets . up 
And stands on four 
Long stiff legs 
And yawns some more. 
She shows her sharp teeth, 
She stretches her lip, 
Her slice of tongue 
Curls up at the tip. 
Lifting herself 
On her delicate toes, 
She arches her back 
As high as it goes. 
She lets herself down 
With particular care, 
And pads away 
With her tail in the air. 
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SUGGESTED NiETHOD IN TEACHING CHORAL READING 
1-Vhen the poem has been chosen for choral reading the 
following steps may be taken: 
1. The teacher reads the poem. If the pupils need to 
develop a feeling of rhythm they may tap with a pencil. 
2. The meanings of the new and difficult words are 
discussed. 
3. Children indicate their preference in expressing 
important lines. 
4. A teacher will be very successful in her choral 
reading work if she has the ability to get ideas from the 
children as to the best method of interpreting the poem. 
These ideas presented are discussed, developed, and modified. 
5. Selection of pupils for solos and chorus is made. 
6. The pupils read the poem in unison. 
7. The teacher shows the body movements, if any, that 
the words imply. This may be omitted. 
8. The pupils now read the poem in the arrangement 
that is to be used. 
--··- =.--===-=== 
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SELECTIONS TAUGHT IN ACTUAL CLASSROOM SITUATIONS 
The i'ollowing selections were taught in the third and 
i'ourth grades of' three dii'f'erent school systems in Massachu-
setts. Some of' the poems were used in correlation with 
social studies, art, and science. Some were used i'or apprecia-
tion, and others f'or entertairooent. 
Light: 
Dark: 
Unison: 
Solo: 
Unison: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Unison: 
Solo: 
Unison: 
Solo: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Unison: 
Light : 
Dark: 
Solos: 
Unison: 
The Message of' the Clock 
Minutes, 
Minutes, 
Ticking by. 
Bernard Hirshberg 
That's why Folks say, 
"Time will i'ly." 
Tick-tock, tick-tock, tick-tock, tick1 
Tick-tock, tick-tock, tick, tock. 
Tickity-tickity-tickity-tock1 
"Time is speeding,n 
Says the clock. 
"Do your homework, tick, tick, tock. 11 
Tick~tock, 
Tickity-tock, tock, tick , 
Tickity-tickity-tickity-tock. 
Tickity-tock, 
Tickity-tock, 
Tickity1 Tickityl 
Tickityl Tickityt 
Tickityl Tickityl 
T 0 C K l 1 
1. Bernard Hirshberg, 11The Message of' the Clock,n The 
Instructor, April 1945, P• 27. 
Procedure: 
"The Message of the Clockn was taught in correlation with 
the teaching of telling time in the third grade. Each child 
was given a milimeographed copy of the poem marked for inter-
pretation as the author suggested. The teacher read the 
poem without comment. She then asked the pupils whether or 
not they liked the poem. Some children repeated the lines 
they remembered and liked. All the class liked the last big 
tock. The teacher read the poem a second time and stopped 
each time a child made a comment. Since this poem contained 
no words not understood by the pupils most of the cor~aents 
were concerned with the rhythm. 
The class was divided into high (girls) and low (boys) 
groups with solo parts assigned alternately to girls and 
boys. The children read the poem and then reread it with a 
marked improvement shown in the rereading. At the end of 
each reading they laughed and spoke of how much they liked 
the sound of the words. 
On the following day the poem was read again in the 
classroom and then the third grade visited the fourth grade 
and read the poem to them. All pupils looked carefully at 
the words and said the ticks and tocks without error. This 
was good practice in attention and persistence. It was 
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obvious from their manner and conm1ents that the pupils en-
joyed the choral reading way of saying a poem. The mimeo-
graphed sheets were taken home for parents to enjoy. 
Light: 
Dark; 
Solo 1: 
Unison: 
Solo 2: 
Solo 3: 
Solo 4: 
Solo 5: 
Solo 6: 
Dark: 
Light: 
Unison at-:~: 
Procedure: 
Lincoln 
Nancy Byrd Turner 
There was a boy of other days, 
A quiet, awkward, earnest lad, 
vVho trudged long weary miles to get 
A book on which his heart was set -
And then no candle hadl 
He was too poor to buy a lamp, 
But, very wise in woodmen's ways, 
He gathered seasoned bough and stem, 
And crisping leaf, and kindled them 
Into a ruddy blaze. 
Then as he lay full length and read, 
The firelight flickered on his face, 
And etched his shadow on the gloom, 
And made a picture in the room, 
In that most hurable place. 
The hard years came, the hard years went, 
But gentle, brave, and strong of will, 
He met them all. -l~And when today 
We see his pictured face, we say, 
nThere's light upon it still. 11 1 
This choral reading was taught in connection with the 
celebration of Lincoln's Birthday. The schoolroom bulletin 
board was covered with pictures of Lincoln and the memorial 
1. May Hill Arbuthnot, (Compiled by), Time for Poetry, 
New York, Scott, Foresman and Company, l95l, p. 57. 
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statues to him. Each child was given a copy of the poem on 
the reverse side of which was an outline of Lincoln's head. 
The teacher read the poem through without comment. On the 
second reading the teacher and pupils talked about the pic-
tures made by the words in the poem. A few words not under-
stood by all pupils were explained to them. The children 
made the decision as to who should say each line. The poen1 
was read using the voices they had decided upon and changes 
were made when the class was not completely satisfied. The 
poem was read again and t h is new interpretation met with the 
approval of all. The children colored in the outline draw-
ing. Next day the poem was reread in the classroom and then, . 
by invitation, another classroom was visited and the poem 
read for those children. The mimeographed copy was taken 
home. 
Dark: 
Light: 
Unison: 
Winter's End 
Eiluned Lewis 
Outside the window, dark and still, 
Lambs are calling upon the hill 
With a bleating, wavering, quavering cry, 
Calling and calling, they don't know why. 
They are so little, so leggy, so lost, 
They hate the dark and they fear the frost; 
All of them running , sisters and brothers, 
Calling aloud for their milky mothers. 
None of them guesses, how could they know, 
That a warm wind out of the south will blow 
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Solo l: 
Solo 2: 
Solo 3: 
To soften the grass with sun and showers, 
To waken the birds and shake the flowers, 
To bring the babies out of their wraps, 
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Unison: 
Their gaiters and woollies, their mittens and caps, 
All the babies, so round and sweet, 
Procedure: 
Waving their hands and their dimpled feet 
To welcome the light and the kind spring weather 
When lambs and children can play together. l 
To call attention to the changlng season this choral 
reading was introduced. Each pupil was given a copy of' the 
poem. The teacher mentioned the changing seasons and the 
pupils continued the conversation with their observations 
about the passing and approaching season. The teacher read 
the poem to the pupils. The teacher reread the poem stopping 
to give the pupils the opportunity to talk about the thoughts 
expressed in the poem, to add their own contributions, and 
to discuss the pronunciation and meaning of the difficult 
words. The pupils were asked for their ideas about reading 
the poem. After some discussion they signified which lines 
they wished read in unison, as solos, and by light and dark 
voices. They also chose the pupils who were to read the solo , 
parts. The poem was then read according to their interpreta-
tion. It was reread the following day to the nurse when she 
visited the room. The mimeographed copy was taken home. 
1. Gladys L. Adshead and Annis Duff, An Inheritance of' 
Poetry, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948, p. 228. 
As an outgrowth of the discussion each child drew a "Signs 
of Spring" picture. 
Unison: 
Solo 1: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Solo 2: 
Solo 3:· 
Dark: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Solo 4: 
The Circus Parade 
Olive Beaupre Miller 
0 Goody, it's coming, the circus parade 
And all the way up the street, 
What crowds of people in gay-colored clothes, 
With popcorn and peanuts to eatl 
The children have red, blue, and yellow balloons, 
As up by the curbing they stand, 
And now, in the distance, we suddenly hear 
The circus's big brass bandl 
Behind the crash-bang! of the music they play, 
Come riders in red velvet gowns, 
And after them doing the funniest things, 
A silly procession of clowns. 
Then lions and tigers that pace up and down, 
In wagons all painted with gold, 
And monkeys a-playing just all kinds of tricks, 
As they grimace and chatter and scold. 
0, next there come crunels and elephants, too, 
High on their backs men ride; 
There are queer little ponies, no bigger than dogs, 
With a clown on a donkey, beside1 
And then there come chariots rumbling by 
With horses all four in .a row; 
And the wheezing, old, piping calliope is 
The very tail end of the show1 1 
1. May Hill Arbuthnot, (Compiled by), Time For Poetry, 
New York, Scott Foresman and Company, 1951, P• 212. 
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Procedure: 
With the coming of spring and warm weather the teacher 
had mimeographed the poem uThe Circus Paradeu by Olive 
Beaupre Miller and held it in reserve for presentation when 
the moment or mood seemed fitting. Mention of a circus 
being held in a tent during a word analysis period provided 
the stimulus for a conversation about the circus and the 
introduction for this poem. 
The teacher read the poem to the children. They talked 
about circuses they had seen and their plans for seeing 
this year's circus at Boston Garden. The teacher reread the 
poem. Since this was the longest poem attempted to date 
the children were asked to read it independently sometime 
during the day and be prepared to offer their interpretation 
on the following morning. 
Next morning the teacher again read the poem to the 
children. They freely gave their suggestions as to interpre-
tation. Several varieties were tried until the final pre-
sentation satisfied them. The poem was read in this manner 
for three days as a part of the opening exercises. 
The words made so many pic t ures that the pupils were 
allowed to make a choi ce and illustrate that part of the poem 
which interested them most. 
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Unison: 
Underlined-Dark 
Unison: 
Underlined-Mad. 
Unison: 
The Barnyard Fuss 
Helen Kitchell Evans 
Out in the barnyard at half-past-two 
Voices: The lavender cow went 11moo-meo-moo.u 
The big yellow dog set up a yow 
Voices: He barked and he barked "bow-wow, 
bow-wow.u 
Underlined-Light: 
The big old rooster joined in it, too 
With his "Cock-a-doodle, doodle do.rt 
Unison: 
Underlined-Light: 
Unison: 
. The cat on the fence was in a stew 
And she began with a Umew, mew, mew. 11 
The spotted pig didn't want to be 
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Underlined-Light: 
Unison: 
Left out so he called "wee-wee, wee-wee." 
The old fat duck with his rainproof 
Underlined-Light: 
Unison: 
Underlined-Medium: 
Unison: 
Underlined-Light: 
Procedure: 
back 
Started to sing his nquack, quack, 
_ quack." 
All of t h is noise brought the farmer 
out 
To see what the terrible fuss was 
ab.out. 
He laughed and laughed at what he saw , 
With a "he-haw, he-haw, he-haw.n ' 
For there was the little brown .hen 
right in 
A puddle of mud clear up to her chinl 
And loudl y she cried, 
"Get me out of this muckl 
Clucki ty, clucld ty, clucki ty, cluck 1" 1 
Up to this time the class had prepared choral speaking 
as program material. To present ch oral reading the teacher 
used nThe Barnyard Fussn which she thought most children 
1. E. Irene Hemphill, (Edited by), Choral Speaking and 
Speech Improvemen~, Darien, Conn., Educational Publishing 
Company, 1945, p. 14. 
would enjoy reading together. The teacher read . the poem to 
the class twice. Several of the children burst out laughing 
as the teacher read the poem. 
One of the boys immediately suggested that the class 
could be divided into small groups and say several lines of 
the poem. The different types of voices were all mixed to-
gether. The class with the help of the teacher tried to 
choose the voices that would best suit the lines. It was 
decided to have the class read the poem in unison except the 
parts where the animals speak. Everybody liked doing this. 
After the class read the poem several times someone suggested 
that a small group should dramatize what was happening in 
the poem while the remainder of the class read the poem aloud. 
This was quite effective. This humorous poem lent itself 
beautifully as an introduction to choral reading at the fourth 
grade level and was an excellent introduction to the reading 
of poetry for enjoyment and appreciation. 
Light voices: 
There Once Was a Puffin 
Florence Page Jacques 
Oh, there once was a puffin, 
Just the shape of a muffin, 
And he lived on a island 
In the 
bright 
blue seaJ 
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Dark voices: He ate little fishes, 
That were most delicious, 
And he had them for supper 
And he 
had them 
for tea. 
Medium voices: But this poor little Puffin, 
He couldn't play nothin', 
For he hadn't anybody 
Light voices: 
Dark voices: 
Unison: 
To play 
with 
at all. 
So he sat on his island, 
And he cried for awhile, and 
He felt very lonely, 
And he 
felt 
very small. 
Then along cruae the fishes, 
And they said, nif you wishes, 
You can have us . for playmates, 
Instead of 
for 
teal 
So now they play together, 
In all sorts of weather, 
And the Puffin eats pancakes, 
Like you 
and 
like me. l 
1. May Hill Arbuthnot, (Compiled by), Time For Poetry, 
Chicago, Scott Foresman and Company, 1951, PP• 231-232. 
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Procedure: 
The teacher read the poem several times. The rhythra o~ 
this poem can be interpreted di~ferently because of the way 
it is written. The children discussed the meaning of the 
poem. At first the class had the mistaken impression that 
the poem was about an imaginary bird. One curious youngster 
wanted to know what a puffin was. A pupil looked it up in 
the dictionary and discovered that it was a real bird which 
lived near the sea. In the words of the class, "This poem 
is about a sea bird who makes a bargain with the fishes • 
• 
Instead of eating them, he's going to be friends.n 
The teacher divided the class into light, medium, and 
dark voices. The first and fifth stanzas were assigned to 
the light voices. The second and fourth stanzas went to the 
dark voices, and the third stanza was read by the medium 
voices. The sixth stanza was said in unison. The class felt 
that it sounded as if the voice tones were going up and down 
a scale. 
In connection with the rhythm of the poem, the class 
tried reading it the way the author had it printed. That is, 
the last line of each stanza is broken into three sections 
and written on three different lines. Instead of reading it 
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as one line, the class read the first section, and paused, 
keeping time with their fingers until they came to the next 
section and the next. They rested where there were no words 
and kept the rhythr.a. with their fingers to be sure to come in 
at the right moment. This made each stanza six lines long 
instead of four. The class liked the six line version better 
than the four line version. 
In choral reading this pause sometimes gives a dramatic 
effect to the interpretation. 
Dark voices: 
Unison: 
Light voices: 
Medium voices: 
Unison: 
Medium voices: 
Unison: 
Dark voices: 
Unison: 
Out Where the West Begins 
Arthur Chapman 
Out where the handclasp's a little stronger 
Out where the smile dwells a little longer, 
That's where the West begins; 
Out where the sun is a little brighter; 
Where the snows that fall are a trifle whiter, 
Vfue~e the bonds of home are a wee bit tighter, 
That's where the West begins. 
Out where the skies are a trifle bluer, 
Out where friendship's a little truer, 
That's where the West begins; 
Out where a fresher breeze is blowing, 
vVhere there's laughter in every streanuet 
flowing, 
Where there's more of reaping and less of 
sowing, 
That's where the West begins. 
Out where the vmrld is in the making, 
Where fewer hearts in despair are aching, 
That's where the West begins. 1 
1. Harriet M. Lucas ·, (Edited by) ~ Prose and Poe try of Today , 
Syracuse , New York , The L. W. Singer C:ompany , 1 941, P• 503 . 
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Light voices: 
Unison: 
Procedure: 
-Where there's more of signing and less of 
buying, 
And a man makes friends without half trying -
That's where the West begins. 1 
The teacher read the poem twice. The children discussed 
the message it contained. This poem was a little more diffi-
cult for the class to do, since they had to strive to pro-
novnce correctly and enunciate clearly to make the poem under-
standable to the listener. They became conscious of voices 
that were not blending with the rest of the class. They 
tried to keep in rhythm and avoid a sing-song effect. It was 
a good attempt at a poem that contained some serious thought 
that was not too difficult to comprehend at a fourth grade 
level. It was decided that the entire class should repeat 
the refrain. This poem can be correlated with social studies 
in connection with the history and geography of the western 
part of the United States. 
Very light: 
Light: 
The Raindrops Ride 
Author unknown 
Some little drops of water 
~Vhose home was in the sea, 
To go upon a journey 
Once happened to agree. 
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Medium: 
Dark: 
Unison: 
Procedure: 
= 
A white cloud was their carriage, 
Their horse a playful breeze; 
And over tovn1 and country 
They rode along at ease. 
But ohl there were so many, 
At last the carriage broke, 
And to the ground carne tumbling 
Those frightened little folk. 
Among the grass and flowers 
They then were forced to roam, 
Until a brooklet found them 
And carried them all home. 1 
After reading the poem several times, the teacher asked 
the class how they would like to divide the stanzas into the 
different types of voices. The poem was read in several 
ways. All the light voices said the first stanza, all the 
medium voices said the second stanza, and all the dark voices 
said the third stanza, while everybody said the fourth stanza. 
The boys and girls immediately realized that this poem was 
an imaginative way of describing the water cycle. This was 
a direct correlation with their geography work. 
In another version the class had the medium and light 
voices read the first stanza together and the dark voices 
read the secorid stanza. They chose a boy with a good medium 
voice to say the third stanza, which requires a little more 
expression than the other stanzas. The fourth stanza was 
said in unison. 
1. Elizabeth E. Kepple, The Teaching of Cherie Speech, 
Boston, Expression Company, 1932' p. 1~0. 
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Afterwards the class chose four girls with light voices, 
two girls and two boys with medium voices and four boys 
with dark voices to read the poem in front of the class. 
In the first stanza two girls with very light voices read 
the first two lines. The remaining two girls with light 
voices read the next two lines. In the second stanza the 
two girls with medium voices read the first two lines and 
the boys with medium voices read the last two lines. In the 
third stanza each pair of boys with dark voices read two 
lines apiece. The class joined in unison with the last 
stanza. The children enjoy this type of work immensely. 
Boys: 
Girls: 
Boys: 
Unison: 
The Paper Boy 
Helen Kitchell Evans 
Up the street, 
Down the street, 
Racing here and there, 
Always smiling, 
Never frowns, 
Always full of joy, 
ttBuy a paper, 
Buy a paper,u 
He calls from everywhere. 
What a dandy 
Jolly fellow 
Is the paper boy. 1 
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l. Irene Hemphill, (Edited by), Choral Speaking and Speech 
Improvement, Darien, Conn., Educational Publishing Corporation, 
l945, P• 36. 
Procedure: 
The above selection was used to introduce a fourth grade 
class to choral reading. This particular poem was chosen be-
cause the ringleader of the boys was a paper boy and quite 
proud of it. The poem was well received especially by the 
boys. 
A mimeographed copy of the poem was given to each child. 
The poen1 was read through once by the teacher and then dis-
cussed by the class. The point was brought out that the boy ·· 
who wore a cheery slllile would sell lots more papers than the 
lj boy with a frown. After the discussion the poem was read 
once again by the teacher. Since this was the first attempt 
at choral reading the teacher assigned the parts. 
The next step was for everyone to read the poem several 
times to get the feel of it, and the knack of keeping to-
gether. Finally the class was divided into two groups, boys 
and girls. The boys were given the first and third stanzas, 
and the girls the second. Everyone said the fourth stanza 
together. 
On the following day the poem was read to the third 
grade. Then the rrlmeographed copies were taken home. 
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Unison: 
Group I: 
Group II : 
Group III: 
Unison: 
Procedure: 
Tired Tim 
Walter de la Mare 
Poor tired Tim. It's so sad for him. (Yavrn) 
He lags the long bright morning thru 
Ever so tired of nothing to do. 
He moons and mopes the live long day. 
Nothing to think about, nothing to say. (Yavm) 
Up to bed with his candle he creeps 
Too tired to yawn -- too tired to sleep. 
Poor tired Tim. (Ya~vn) It's so sad for him. 1 
This poem was used to interest a small group of fourth 
grade boys in choral reading. These boys had not been willing 
to participate in this activity. The treated it as something 
for girls and sissies. It went so far that their lack of 
interest was beginning to turn other boys in the same direc-
tion. A general announcement was made in class to the effect 
that there was a special job to be done by a group of boys 
only. Naturally there were many volunteers. This group 
was given the above poem with just this one cormnent. "If, 
when you finish, your audience is sleepy and yawns with you, 
then you have done a good job." They were allowed to leave 
the room and practice the poem. ~Vhen they felt ready they 
recited before the class. Each boy watched anxiously to see 
1. Selected by Louis Untermeyer, This Singing World, New 
York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1926, P• 83. 
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the effect on the rest of the class. The class was very 
cooperative and the boys were convinced they had done a good 
job. They were allowed to teach the poem to the rest of the 
class. 
The privilege of first working this poem out indepen-
de.ntly and then teaching it to the class provided the stimulus 
needed to capture the interest of this lethargic group of 
boys. 
The arrangement shovm here is a result of the class dis-
cussion which followed the rendition first given by the group. 
Be the Best of Whatever You Are 
Anonymous 
Group I: 
If you can't be a pine on the top of the hill, 
Be a scrub in the valley - but be 
The best little scrub at the side of the rill: 
Be a bush if you can't be a tree. 
Group II: 
We can't all be captains, we've got to be crew, 
There's something for all of us here; 
There's big work to do, and there's lesser to do, 
And the task we must do is the .. near. 
Unison: 
If you can't be a highway, then just be a trail, 
If you can't be the sun, be a star; 
It isn't by size that you win or you fail 
Be the best of whatever you are. 
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1. Irene Hemphill, (Bdited by), Choral Speaking and Speech 
Improvement, Darien, Conn., Educational Publishing Corporation, 
1945, P• 41. 
Procedure: 
This poem was chosen in hope that, from it, the children 
would gain an appreciation of the old axiom that the man who 
does his best in everything he attempts is a truly great man 
no matter how small the task he accomplishe·s. 
The poem was read through once to the children, and the 
difficult words and phrases were discussed. The class was 
then divided into two groups. 
Group I read the first stanza, group II read the second, 
and both groups read the third stanza together. The poem 
was practiced in this way several times. Then the children 
were asked, nHow does this poem apply to our class?u Through 
general discussion these points were brought out. 
1. Not everyone can do the same kind of work 
equally well. 
2. Everyone should do the bes~ he can at each task. 
3. The child who does his best is liked and respec-
ted. 
4. If thro·ughout life you do the best you can 
your efforts will be appreciated. 
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Unison: 
Light 
voices: 
Dark 
voices: 
Unison: 
Procedure: 
Runaway Snow Man 
Fleur Conkling 
We built a lovely snowman 
High on a wintry hill; 
Made him so tall and handsome 
And worked on him until 
His cold black eyes were shining, 
His mouth a happy grin; 
With bright red lips or berries 
And dimpled, saucy chin. 
noh, we must keep him always! 
Let's ask him ir he'll stay; 
Do promise, promise, Snow Man, 
You'll never run awayl" 
But deaf was he to pleadings, 
And lingered only till 
The sunbeams danced around him ••• 
Then he -- ran -- down -- the -- hill! 1 
Ai'ter one or the winter snow storms ttRunaway Snow Manu 
was introduced to the class. Each child had a mimeographed 
copy or the poem. The teacher read the poem. The meaning 
of the poem was discussed. The children read the lines they 
liked best with various degrees or expression. The poem was 
read in unison. The children then suggested dirrerent 
interpretations which were all read. The dirferent groups 
were chosen. The poem was read with the interpretation they 
1. Fleur Conkling, "Runaway Snow Man," The Instructor, 58, 
February, 1949, P• 35. 
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liked the best. The children loved this poem. After a few 
readings before the other grades in the school the children 
took the poem home where they could read it to their families. 
Light voices: 
Dark voices: 
Procedure: 
Merry Sunshine 
Selected 
Good morning, Merry Sunshinel 
How did you wake so soon? 
You've scared the little sta-rs away 
And shined away the moon. 
I saw you go to sleep last night 
Before I ceased n~ playing. 
How did you get way over there? 
And where have you been staying? 
I never go to sleep, dear child, 
I just go round to see 
My little children of the east, 
Who rise and watch for me. 
I waken all the birds and bees 
And flowers on my way, 
And now come back to see the child 
vVho stayed out late at play. 1 
The poem nMerry Sunshinett was used in correlation with 
the study of the heavenly bodies -- the stars, the moon, and 
the sun. The teacher wrote the poem on the blackboard with 
white chalk. After the teacher read the poem one child 
asked about the meaning of the word nceased.n A child who 
.. -
knew the meaning told the class it meant ttstopped." 
1. Mary Lusk Pierce, The Community Where I Live, Boston, 
Allyn and . Bacon, 1950, P• 9. 
---
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vVhile discussing the meaning of the poem the children 
saw that it was describing the rising and setting of the sun 
in a picturesque manner. After the discussion period the 
class decided that the first stanza should be read by the 
light voices and the second stanza by the dark voices. To 
facilitate the reading, the teacher wrote the stanza for 
light voices with yellow chalk. The pupils read the poem 
with the interpretation upon which they had agreed. Later, 
they visited the third grade and read it to them. 
Medium and High: 
Low: 
:Medium: 
Low: 
Medium: 
High: 
Unison: 
Medium and High: 
Low: 
Medium: 
Solo: 
Unison: 
March 
Anonymous 
March is windy, 
March is wild, 
Hurries like an eager child; 
Puffing mouth and ruddy face, 
Rushing in a windy race; 
A breath or two he stops, 
and then 
He's puffing madly off again. 
March is windy, 
March is wild, 
A rushing, (Low) blowing, 
(High) puffing child; 
And why does March go rushing so? 
He 1 s trying to catch spring, you know 1 · 1 
1. Gerald Yoakum, Kathleen Hester and Louise Abney, From 
Everywhere, New York, Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., 1949, p. 383. 
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Procedure: 
This poem was introduced the first day of March during 
the discussion about the new month and the important events 
that were to take place. The teacher read the poem to the 
class as they read it silently from mimeographed sheets 
on their desks. The meaning of the new and difficult words 
was discussed. The poem was read in unison. Then the chil-
dren indicated their preference in reading certain lines 
and in interpreting the poem in different ways. The selec-
tion of the solo voice and group voices was made. The poem 
was then read with the interpretation the children had 
selected. That afternoon the class read the poem for 
William 's mother who was visiting. 
RESULTS OBTAINED THROUGH THE USE OF CHORAL READING 
1. Poise and confidence in standing before the class. 
2. A sense of rhythm. 
3. An appreciation and enjoyment of poetry. 
4. Improvement of voice quality. 
5. Better speech habits. 
6. An enriched vocabulary. 
7. Improvement of oral reading. 
8. An increase in the number of poems read. 
-=- ----- -- -
9. The ability to interpret poems individually. 
10. Observation of punctuation was increased and better 
understood. 
11. Learning to be a part of the whole. 
12. Imagery strengthened through discussion of word 
meanings and illustrations of poems. 
13. Color added to the classroom. 
14. A taste for good poetry to insure a carry over from 
classroom participation to independent reading. 
15. Delight in interpretation. 
'. 
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CHAPTER V 
SOURCES OF POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Book Number 
1 Abney, Louise, Choral Speaking Arrangements for 
The Junior Higg. Boston: Expression Company, 
1939. 
2 
3 
Abney, Louise, and Rowe, Grace, Choral Speaking 
Arrangements for the Lower Grades. Boston : 
Expres sion Company, 1937. 
Adshead, Gladys L., and Duff, Annis, (Collected 
and Arranged by), An Inheritance of Poetry. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1948. 
4 Agnew, J. Kenner, (Edited by), Prose and Poetry 
Journeys. Syracuse, New York: The L. w. 
Singer Company, Inc., 1951. 
5 Arbuthnot, May Hill, (Compiled by), Time for 
Poetry. New York: Scott, Foresman and 
Company, 1951. 
6 Brown, Helen A., and Heltman, Harry J., (Selected 
and Tested by), Let 1s-Read-Together Poems. 
wVhite Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and 
Company, 1949. 
7 Childcraft, Poems of Early Childhood, Volume 1. 
Chicago: Field Enterprises, Inc., 1949. 
Book Number 
8 Childcraft, Storytelling ~d Other Poems, 
Volume 2. Chicago: Field Enterprises, Inc., 
1949. 
9 Dawson, Mildred A., and Miller, Jonnie Masburn, 
Language for Daily Use - Grade Three. 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book 
Company, 1948. 
10 Elson, E. Floyd, and Peck, Alberta, The Art of 
§Eeaking. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1952. 
11 Fish, Helen Dean, (Compiled by), The Boy's Book 
of Verse. New York: J. B. Lippincott, 1923. 
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12 HruMn, Agnes Curren, Selections for Choral Speaking. 
Boston: Expression Company, 1935. 
13 Hemphill, Irene, (Edited by), Choral Speaking and 
Speech Improvement • ... Darien, Connecticut: 
Educational -Publishing Corporation, 1945. 
14 Henderson, Barbara, Garretson, Marion T., and 
Weber, Frederick H., The Blue Sky Book. 
Syracuse, New York: The L. w. Singer Company, 
1946. 
15 Henderson, Barbara, Garretson, Marion T., and 
Weber, Frederick H., The Sunshine Book. 
Book Number 
Syracuse, New York: The L. w. Singer Company, 
1946. 
16 Hollowell, Lillian, (Selected and Edited by), 
A Book of Children's Literature. New York: 
Rinehart & Company, Inc., 1950. 
17 Huffard, Grace Thompson, and Carlisle, Laura Mae, 
(Selected and Arranged by), My Poetry Book. 
Chicago: The John C • . Winston Company, 1952. 
18 Ingpen, Roger, (Edited by), One Thousand Poems 
for Children. P.hiladelphia: Macrae-Smith 
Company, 1923. 
19 Keefe, Mildred Jones, Choric Interludes Poetry 
Arranged for Times and Seasons . . Boston: 
Expression Company, 1942. 
20 Keppie, Elizabeth E., Choral Verse Speakin&• 
. Boston: Expression Company, 1939. 
21 Keppie, Elizabeth E., Wedberg, Conrad F., and 
Keslar, Miriam, Speech Improvement Through 
Choral Speaking.. . Boston: Expression Company, 
1942. 
22 Literature Committee of the Association for Child-
hood Education, (Selected by), Sung Under the 
Silver Umbrella. New York: The Macmillan 
8 5 
Book Nwnber 
Company, 1946. 
23 Lucas, Harriet Marcelia, (Edited by), Prose and 
Poetry of Today~ . New York: The L. vv. Singer 
Company, 1941. 
24 Milne, A. A., When We Were Very Yc>Ung. New York: 
E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc., 1924. 
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25 Rhys, Grace, (Gathered by), The Children's Garland 
of Verse. New York: E. P. Dutton & Company, 
1921. 
26 Robinson, Marion Parsons, and Thurston, Rozetta 
Lura, Poetry Arranged for the Speaking Choir. 
Boston: Expression Company, 1936. 
27 Schauffler, Robert Haven, (Compounded by), The 
Junior Poetry Cure. New York: Dodd, Mead & 
Company, 1946. 
28 Scott, Louise Binder, and Thompson, J. J., 
Talking Time. St. Louis: Webster Publishing 
Company, 1951. 
29 Stevenson, Burton E., and Stevenson, Elizabeth B., 
(Compiled by), Days and Deeds. New York: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1946. 
30 Thompson, Blanche Jennings, (Collected by}, Silver 
Pennies. New York: The Macmillan Company, 
1952. 
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31 Tietjens, Eunice, (Edited by), Poetrz of the 
Orient. New York: Alfred A· Knopf, 1928. 
32 Untermeyer, Louis, (Edited by), Rainbow in the 
Sky. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
1935. 
33 Wiggin, Kate Douglas, and Smith, Mae ArChibald, 
The Posy Ri:qg. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1903. 
34 Wilkinson, Helen s. s., and Brown, Bertha D., 
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35 Yoakum, Gerald, Veverke, M. Madilene, and Abney, 
Louise, The Laidlaw Basic Readers, Book Four. 
New York: Laidlaw Brothers, Inc., Publishers, 
1941. 
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Inspirational Readings 
Author Title 
Unknown, "A Child's Grace" 
Hughes, Langston, "Heaven" 
Anonymous, "Evening Hymn" 
Alexander, Cecil Frances, "All Things 
Bright and Beautii'ul" 
Shure-Yeh-E, "Beauty" 
Powers, Eleanor, '~enediction" 
- .. 
Anonymous, "Be the Best oi' Whatever 
You Are" 
Bible, "Psalm Tw.enty-Three" 
Bible, "Psalm One Hundred" 
Unknown, "We Thank Thee" 
Lowell, James Russell, "The Fountain" 
Barker, Omar s., "The Silent Song" 
Lowell, James Russell, "A Stanza on 
Freedom" 
Bible, "The Beatitudes" 
Bible, "Psalm One Hundred Fii'ty" 
Markham, Edwin, "Rules i'or the Roadtt 
Bible, 11Charity 1 Corinthians" 
Bhartrihari, "Two Kinds of' Friendship" 
Suggested Book Page 
Grade Number 
Placement 
1 
1-2 
1-2 
2-4 
3-4 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
3-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
6 
5 
6 
16 
3 
26 
13 
12 
22 
17 
18 
23 
27 
10 
12 
32 
12 
31. 
133 
400 
134 
604 
374 
115 
41 
72 
154 
31 
187 
583 
40 
441 I 
73 
452 I 
78 
300 
8 8 
POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Am.uslng Poems 
Author Title Suggested Book Page 
Grade Number 
Placement 
Anonymous, "Ting-A-Ling-Bone 11 
Fyleman, Rose, "Mice" 
Boyden, Polly Chase, "Mud" 
--
Milne, A. A., "In the Fashion" 
Chinese Nursery Rhyme, "Little Mousie 
Brown" 
-. 
Old Folk Rhyme, "A Farmer Went Riding'' 
-Aldrich, Thomas Bailey, "Kriss-Kringle 11 
l-2 
1-2 
2 
2 
2-3 
2-3 
2-4 
Abney, Louise, ''The Song of the Pop-Corn n 2-4 
Field, Rachel, "In Praise of Dust" 3-4 
-
Meigs, Mildred Plew, "The Snow Man tt 3-4 
Unknown, "The Two Frogs" 3-5 
Lear, Edward, "The Owl and the Pussy-
Cat" 3-5 
.-. 
Traditional English, "John and His Mare" 4-6 
Riley, James Whitcomb, "No Boy Knows" 4-6 
Carryl, Charles, 11The Plaint of the 
Camel" 4-6 
Kilmer, Aline, "Experience n 4-6 
Anonymous, "St. Catherine" 5-6 
21 
5 
17 
24 
2 
6 
17 
2 
15 
8 
1 
5 
3 
23 
1 
10 
26 
234 
89 
298 
95 
76 
17 
360 
37 I 
184 
73 
138 
219 
148 
272 
146 
430 
347 
89 
90 
POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Exciting Poems 
Author Title Sugg~s:ted Book Page 
Grade Number 
Placement 
Wynne, Annette, "Once When You 
Were Walking u 1-2 22 126 
Russell, George, "Frolic" 2-3 3 352 
- -
Farge on, Eleanor, "Circus" 2-4 17 57 
Fyleman, Rose, "Sometimes" 2-4 8 32 I 
Cross, Margaret, "The Circus" 2-3 21 197 
-
Field, Rachel, "General Store" 3-4 16 564 
Anonymous, "If I Were a One-Legged 
Pirate" 4-6 20 245 
Blanding, Don, "Foreboding" 5-6 20 65 
POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Poems to Stir the Imagination 
Author Title Suggested Book Page 
Grade Number 
Placement 
Anonymous, "The Duck" 
Mother Goose, "The North Wind" 
1 
1 
Barrows, Sarah T., "Little Brown Rabbit" 1-2 
:Milne, A. A., "Happiness" 
Abney, Louise, "Summer Rain" 
Fallis, Edwina, "September" 
Stevenson, Robert Louis, "Where Go 
the Boats" 
Payne, Annie Blackwell, "Fairy Aero-
planes" 
1-2 
1-2 
1-3 
2-3 
2-3 
Taylor, Lillian, "The Christmas Pudding" 2-4 
Farrar, John, "A Comparison" 
Lowell, James Rus sell, "The First 
. Snow.fall" 
Field, Eugene, "The Sugar-Plum Tree" 
"· 
Berquist, Beatrice, "The Song o.f the 
Robin" 
Nightingale, N"!B.deline, "The Scissor, 
Man" 
Martin, William, "An Apple Orchard in 
the Spring" 
Coleridge, Sara, ttThe Golden Year" 
2-4 
2-4 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
3-5 
3-6 
21 
21 
21 
24 
24 
22 
32 
6 
21 
17 
8 
14 
6 
5 
20 
17 
95 
167 
93 
4 
69 
158 
395 
154 
171 
II 
277 
11 ' 
23 . 
91 
Author Title 
Coatsworth, Elizabeth, 11Counters •• 
Rossetti, Chri stina, "The Months" 
Browning, Robert, 11Sunrise from 
Pippa Passes" 
-
Waley, Arthur (Translated from the 
Chinese), "Sailing Homeward" 
Suggested Book Page 
Grade Nwn.ber 
Placement 
3-6 22 53 
4-6 3 218 
5-6 20 115 
5-6 20 292 
---- -
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Mother Goose Choral Readings for the Very Young 
Author Title Suggested Book Page 
Grade Number 
Mother Goose, 
11Mary, Mary 11 
11Little Boy Blue" 
"Blow Wind,'• 
-
''Days" 
"Baa Baa tt 
"Pussy Cat" 
"Smith, Smith, Beat Them Fine" 
11Hot eros s Buns" 
"Little Jack Horner" 
.. 
npease Pudding Hot" 
11To Market, To Markettt 
"Goosie, Gander" 
"Little Iviiss Muffet" 
nThere Was a Crooked Man" 
11The Old Woman in the Shoe" 
Level 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
2 
2 
2 
2 
"Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter" 2 
"October, November, December" 2 
-·· -
"
11iVhat Are Little Boys Made Of?" 2 
"Little Bo Peep" 2 
5 
5 
5 
5 
21 
21 
21 
21 
16 
21 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
21 
21 
242 
242 
311 
I 
350 
144 
144 
150 
1611 
502 
162 
165 
18 
I 
22 
28 
246 
353 
353 ' 
151 
192 
93 
-- -=-·-= --- -=--
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
The Seasons 
Spring 
Author Title 
Milne, A. A., "Daffodovmdillyu 
Stevenson, Robert Louis, ''Rain" 
Rowe, Grace, "Spring Song" 
Boyden, Polly Chase, "Mud" 
Traditional, nchildren•s May Song" 
Rossetti, Christina, "The Wind" 
Brown, Kate L., "The Little Plant" 
Unknown, "A Spring Lilt" 
Browning, Robert, "Pippa's Song" 
.. 
Behn, Harry, "Spring" 
Evans, Helen Kitchell, "A Sure Sign" 
Rice, Gale Young, 11The Immortal" 
Abbey, Henry, "What Do We Plant" 
Rossetti, Christina, "An Easter Carol" 
Patmore, Coventry, "The Year Roilll.d •• 
Mei, Yuan, "A Feast of Lanterns" 
Suggeated Book Page 1 
Grade Number 
Placement 
1 
1 
1-2 
1-2 
2 
2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-4 
3-4 
3-4 
3-5 
4-6 
3-6 
3-6 
5-6 
24 
5 
2 
17 
21 
16 
19 
19 
34 
5 
13 
23 
5 
19 
25 
31 
28 
316 
52 
298 
168 
605 
226 
272 
l46 
379 
19 
I 
112 
386 
223 
170 1 
238 
- --=if=----=--== 
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Sunnner 
Author Title 
Field, Rachel, "Picnic Day" 
.. 
Miller, Mary Britton, "Shore" 
Stevenson, Robert Louis, "The Swing" 
Unknown, "Grasshopper Green" 
Blake, William, "Spring Song" 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 
''Rain in Sunnner" 
Tippett, James s., 11Surming" 
... 
Tennyson, Alfred, ttThe Throstle" 
Bennett, Henry H., "The Flag Goes By" 
Daly, John, "A Toast to the Flag" 
Reese, Lizette Woodworth, "Taps" 
-
Bennett, William Cox, "A Sunnner 
Invocation" 
Clark, Thomas Curtis, "Apparitions" 
Suggested Book Page 
Grade Number I 
Placement 
1 
1-2 
1-2 
2-3 
2-3 
3-4 
3-5 
3-5 
3-6 
4-6 
4-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5 
5 
21 
19 
3 
18 
9 
16 
29 
19 
29 
18 
26 
196 
198 
195 
293 
231 
190 
122 
545 
212 
319 
41 
198 
191 
95 
F-'-- --
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Autumn 
Author Title Suggested Book Page 
Grade Ntunber 
Placement 
Dickinson, Emily, "Autunm" 2 
Stevenson, Robert Louis, "Autumn Fires" 2-3 
Cooper, George, ttThe Leaves and the 
. Wind" 3-5 
Rowe, Grace, "Hallowe'en" 3-4 
.. 
Turner, Nancy Byrd, "Black and Gold" 3-4 
Unknown, "Autumn" 3-4 
Wynne, Annette, "Coltunbus n 4-6 
Rowe, Grace, "Mystic Night" 5-6 
-
Miller, Joaquin, "Columbus" 5-6 
Anonymous, "The Haunted House" 5-6 
Towne, Charles Hanson, "A Thanksgiving" 5-6 
Braley, Berton, "Autumn Magic" 5-6 
Squire, J. C. , "Sonnet" 5-6 
21 
5 
19 
19 
19 
19 
5 
1 
27 
26 
19 
23 
23 
220 
354 
92 I 
95 
93 
91 
51 
83 
112 
223 
110 
423 I 
322 
96 
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
Winter 
Author Title Suggested Book Page 
Grade Nwnber 
Placement 
Wilkins, Alice, "Snow" 1-2 
Unknown, "Christmas Bells" 1-3 
Allen, Marie Louise, "The Mitten Song" 2-3 
Parsons, Mary Catherine, "My Valentine" 2-4 
Fowler, Elsie Melchert, "The Church 
Bell's Song" 2-4 
Marshall, Winii'red c., "A Silver World" 2-4 
Unknown, "A Carol" 2-4 
Reese, Lizette Woodworth, "A Christmas 
Folk Song" 3-4 
Unknown, "Like Washington" 3-4 
.. 
Farjeon, Eleanor, "A Carol i'or 
Christmas Eve" 3-5 
Davies, Mary Carolyn, "Look at the Snow1tt3-5 
Frost, Robert, "Stopping by Woods on a 
. Snowy Evening 11 3-5 
Richards, Adelyn Jackson, "The Bellstt 
- ' 
Selected, "The Christmas Storytt 
.. 
Crane, Melville, 11Snow Toward Evening" 
Lincoln, Abraham, ttGettysburg Address" 
Whitman, Walt, 110 Captain! My Captainu 
3-6 
4-6 
4-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5 
28 
5 
6 
13 
13 
29 
30 
29 
19 
8 
10 
13 
13 
5 
12 
29 
366 
216 
364 
138 
24 
18 
32 
148 
71 1 
. II 
417 1 
26 
' 
341 1 
I 
II 
103 
12 
97 
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POEMS FOR CHORAL READING 
In Correlation With Other Subjects 
Transportation 
Author Title Suggested Book Page 
Grade Number 
Barrows, .Sarah T., "The Wig-Wag 11 
Richards, Laura E., "The Baby Goes 
to Boston" 
Duf'fy, Nona Keen, "The Freight Train" 
Hillyer, Robert, "Lullabyu 
Field, Rachel, "Taxis" 
Tippett, James s., "Trains" 
Morton, David, "Old Ships" 
Roberts, Cecil, "Prayer for a Pilot" 
.. 
DeJean, Louis, "Little Bright Hands" 
DeJean, Louis, "Song of the Motorn 
Placement 
1 
2-3 
2-4 
3-5 
3-5 
3-6 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
6 
History and Geography 
Anonymous, 11An Indian Lullabyu 2-4 
Wynne, Annette, ''Indian Children" 2-4 
-. 
Abney, Louise, "Neighbors" 3-4 
-
Wynne, .Annette, "Ring Around the World" 3-5 
From the Navajo, "Song of the House" 3-6 
Lomax., John A., "The Cowboy's Life" 3-6 
Long, Haniel, "Indians" 3-6 
21 
5 
13 
20 
1 5 
7 
ll 
ll 
20 
20 
23 
22 
1 
8 
19 
17 
23 
41 
134 
40 
269 
183 
102 
.11 
58 
265 
239 
425 
135 
150 
.37 
113 
153 
588~ 
98 
=--..:---- =-~-
Author Title Suggested Book 
Grade Nwnber 
Placement 
Thompson, Dorothy Brown, "Maps" 4-6 
.. 
Tippett, James s., lfBuilding a 
Skyscraper" 4-6 
-
Burlin, Nathalie c., "Rain Chant" 4-6 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, "The 
Republic 11 · 5-6 
Southey, Rober t , "Night in the Desert" 5-6 
Whitman, Walt, "I Hear America Singing" 5-6 
Whitman, Walt, uThe Greatest City" 
.. 
Abney, Louise, 11In the Sky, In the 
Forest, In the Fields" 
Benet, Stephen V. and Rosemary, 
"Western Wagons" 
Nature Study 
Anonymous, "Buzz, Buzz, Buzz" 
Rossetti, Christina, 11What Is Pink" 
Unknown, "The Squirrel" 
Taylor, Jane and Anne, "Twinkle, 
Twinkle, Little Starn 
Unknown, "The Man in The Moon" 
Barr, Matthias, 11Moon, So Round and 
Yellow" 
.. 
Nesbit, Edith, "Little Brown Brother" 
De La Mare, Walter, "A Goldfinch" 
5-6 
5-6 
5-6 
1-3 
1-3 
2-3 
2-4 
2-4 
3-4 
3-4 
3-4 
5 
17 
19 
29 
18 
20 
4 
35 
14 
21 
2 
22 
6 
8 
6 
15 
14 
99 
--=----~ 
Page 
164 
399 
111 
65 
181 
284 
646 
189 
61 
75 
78 
71 
116 
108 
113 
39 
327 I 
------=---: 
Author Title 
Abney, Louise, "Rain Moods" 
Rowe, Grace, "Nancy's Bunny" 
.. 
Swinburne, Algernon c., "White 
Butterf'lies" 
Fuller, Romig, '~Vind Is a Cat" 
-
Guiterman, Arthur, "Pet Show" 
Newlin, Edith H., "Tiger-Cat Timn 
Sandburg, Carl, "Fog" 
Speyer, Leonora, "The Squall" 
Southey, Robert, "The Cataract of 
Lodore" 
Brooke, Stopford A., "The Earth and 
Ivian" 
Bryant, William c., "The Gladness of' 
Nature" 
Sherman, Frank Dempster, "The Water-
fall" 
Ell iston, George, "Color of Air" 
--- -- - --==---=----==-- --~~--
Suggested Book 
Grade Ntunber 
Placement 
3-4 
3-4 
3-5 
3-5 
3-5 
3-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
2 
2 
8 
17 
8 
5 
30 
23 
10 
18 
18 
33 
27 
Page 
16 
55 
60 
317 
24 
74 
48 
25 
414 
497 
184 
35 
360 
100 
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SUMMARY 
Realizing that many teachers are timid about attempting 
the comparatively new technique of choral reading, the 
authors have presented here material and interpretations 
suitable for use in the elementary grades. These can and 
should be correlated with various subjects in the school 
curricultun. 
A comparison is made between choral speaking and choral 
reading. Choral speaking is a combination of voices speaking 
together under the direction of a leader who is well versed 
in the techniques necessary to attain a successful perform-
ance. Choral reading is a combination of voices speaking 
together in an informal manner under the guidance of the 
classroom teacher. 
The writers would like to again stress the fact that 
tl1is study is not concerned with the perfect choral speaking 
performance but rather with reading prose and poetry in the 
classroom for the benefits gained by the pupils. Some of 
these benefits are better speech habits, improved reading 
skills, and the development of good social attitudes. The 
increased appreciation and enjoyment of poetry derived 
through choral reading should be reason enough for a teacher 
to attempt it. 
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Starting with early man we have traced the development 
of choric speech through Greek and Roman history to the 
merry bard of England. In this continent it began with the 
Indians and progressed with the coming of the white man . 
Finally, we come to the present where choral speaking is 
making a tremendous come-back both here and in Europe, as 
is evidenced by the work being done in the colleges and in 
the legitimate theatre by the plays which have been written 
to include a speaking choir. 
In the chapter "Variety of Interpretation" refrain, 
line-a-child, two part or antiphonal, group, and unison 
reading are defined, and poems are included under each head-
ing as an aid to the teacher who is beginning choral reading. 
Under "Helpful Hints" we have tried to anticipate the prob-
lems which might arise and have suggested solutions for 
these difficulties. 
It is a well known fact that there is no set way to 
interpret a poem and that there may be as many different 
interpretations as there are people reading it. To prove 
this the four teachers doing this study were given the same 
poem to interpret and the results were four distinctly differ-
1 
ent interpretations. 
i 
- -
I 
Chapter five consists of a compilation of poems the 
authors feel are good prospects for choral reading inter-
pretations. Each selection has a number which corresponds 
to a book number in the bibliography for this section. The 
selection will be found in the book with the corresponding 
number. 
This thesis was written primarily for the purpose of 
interesting the classroom teacher in choral reading. The 
authors have tried to put into it everything a beginning 
teacher should know to make this new activity a success. 
It is sincerely hoped that teachers will be encouraged to 
attempt choral reading in their own classrooms. The results, 
we feel, will be rewarding. 
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